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A GEOMETRIC REALIZATION OF MODIFIED QUANTUM ALGEBRAS
YIQIANG LI
Abstract. A geometric construction of Lusztig’s modified quantum algebra of symmetric type is
presented by using certain localized equivariant derived categories of double framed representation
varieties of quivers.
1. Introduction
Let U˙ be Lusztig’s modified quantum algebra of symmetric type and B˙ its canonical basis.
This paper is an attempt to geometrize the pair (U˙, B˙) by using the geometry of double framed
representation varieties EΩ of quivers. There are several work in literature strongly suggesting the
existence of such a construction. Meanwhile, there are obstacles in getting this construction, largely
because EΩ is not really in complete analog with partial flag varieties used in Beilinson-Lusztig-
MacPherson’s construction of the pair (U˙, B˙) of typeA in [BLM90]. As a matter of fact, partial flag
varieties are geometric-invariant-theory (GIT) quotients of certain open subvarieties of EΩ of type
A. Although the GIT quotients still make sense in other types, they do not produce a construction
of the pair (U˙, B˙). We refer to [Re08] and [Li10a] for the progress in this direction. In another
direction, Zheng constructed in [Zh08] a set of endomorphism functors between certain localized
equivariant derived categories of framed representation varieties and showed that it satisfies the
defining relations of U˙. It is natural to see if similar localization in EΩ helps us in obtaining the
pair (U˙, B˙). Indeed, it does as we obtain the following results in this paper.
Theorem 1.1. (1) Similar localization Md of equivariant derived categories of EΩ admits an
associative convolution product.
(2) The convolution product is independent of the choices of orientations of quivers.
(3) A set of bounded complexes in Md satisfies the defining relations of the integral form of U˙.
(4) There is a surjective algebra homomorphism from the integral form of U˙ to the Grothedieck
group of Md.
(5) Our construction is compatible with that of [BLM90] and [Zh08].
(6) Up to an assumption, the complexes involved in this construction are semisimple.
(7) The canonical basis elements get sent to the simple perverse sheaves or zero, up to shifts,
arising in this construction in the special case corresponding to the one studied in [BLM90].
(8) In the setting of item (7), the simple perverse sheaves are exactly those microlocal perverse
sheaves ([KS90], [GMV05], [W04]) defined by using Nakajima’s quiver varieties ([N98]-
[N00]).
The convolution product on the category Md is obtained by using left adjoints of the localization
functors, whose existence is shown in this paper, and the general direct image functors with compact
support and general inverse image functors defined by Bernstein and Lunts ([BL94], [LO08b]).
The assumption mentioned in Theorem 1.1 (7) assumes that the complexes corresponding to the
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idempotent generators in U˙ are semisimple. It is proved in full generality in a closely related
setting in [W12]. Based on Theorem 1.1 (7) and (8), we conjecture that the assumption holds in
our setting in full generality also and that the simple perverse sheaves arising from this construction
corresponds to elements in B˙.
It will be very interesting to relate the construction to the Harish-Chandra-bimodule construction
in [MS08, Theorem47] via localization, that in affine type A cases in [GV93] and [L99], the one in
type D cases in [Li10a], to the geometric realization of quantum affine algebras in [N00] (in view
of [T87] and [G94]), and to the categorification of U˙ in [KL08a]-[KL08c], [R08] and [MSV10].
Acknowledgement. We thank Professor Z. Lin, H. Nakajima, M. Shimozono, W. Wang and B.
Webster for interesting discussions. We thank Professor C. Stroppel for pointing out the connection
with [MS08]. A large part of the work was done while the author was visiting Virginia Tech. This
work is partially supported by NSF grant: DMS-1160351.
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2. Preliminary, I
We shall recall the definition of a symmetric quantum modified algebra from [L93].
2.1. Symmetric Cartan datum, root datum and graph. Let I be a finite set, and
· : Z[I]× Z[I]→ Z
be a symmetric bilinear form. The pair (I, ·) is called a symmetric Cartan datum if
i · i = 2 and i · j ∈ {0,−1,−2, · · · }, ∀i 6= j ∈ I.
We call a triple (X,Y, (, )) a root datum of (I, ·) if the following properties are satisfied:
• X and Y are finitely generated free abelian groups and (, ) : Y×X→ Z is a perfect pairing;
• there are two embeddings I →֒ X, i 7→ αi and I →֒ Y, i 7→ αˇi such that (αˇi, αj) = i · j for
any i, j ∈ I.
Let X+ = {λ ∈ X|(αˇi, λ) ∈ N,∀i ∈ I} be the set of all dominant integral weights.
To a symmetric Cartan datum, associated a graph Γ consisting of the following data:
Γ = (I,H; ′,′′ : H → I; ¯ : H → H)
where I is the vertex set and H is the edge set, the maps ′ and ′′ are the source and target maps,
respectively, and the map ¯ is the fixed-point-free involution such that
h′ 6= h′′, h′ = (h¯)′′ and #{h ∈ H|h′ = i, h′′ = j} = −i · j, ∀h ∈ H, i 6= j ∈ I.
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2.2. Modified quantum algebra. Let Q(v) be the rational field with the indeterminate v. Let
[[s]] =
vs − v−s
v − v−1
, [[s]]! = [[s]][[s − 1]] · · · [[1]], for any s ∈ N.
Themodified quantum algebra U˙ of Lusztig attached to a root datum (X,Y, (, )) of a symmetric
Cartan datum (I, ·) is a Q(v)-algebra without unit determined by the following generators and
relations. The generators are
1λ, Eλ+αi,λ and Fλ−αi,λ, ∀i ∈ I, λ ∈ X.
The relations are
1λ1λ′ = δλ,λ′1λ, ∀λ, λ
′ ∈ X;(U˙a)
Eλ+αi,λ1λ′ = δλ,λ′Eλ+αi,λ, 1λ′Eλ+αi,λ = δλ′,λ+αiEλ+αi,λ, ∀i ∈ I, λ, λ
′ ∈ X;(U˙b)
Fλ−αi,λ1λ′ = δλ,λ′Fλ−αi,λ, 1λ′Fλ−αi,λ = δλ′,λ−αiFλ−αi,λ, ∀i ∈ I, λ, λ
′ ∈ X;(U˙c)
Eλ−αj+αi,λ−αjFλ−αj ,λ − Fλ+αi−αj ,λ+αiEλ+αi,λ = δst[[(αˇi, λ)]]1λ, ∀i, j ∈ I, λ ∈ X;(U˙d)
m∑
p=0
(−1)pE
(m−p)
λ+mαi+αj ,λ+pαi+αj
Eλ+pαi+αj ,λ+pαiE
(p)
λ+pαi,λ
= 0, ∀i 6= j ∈ I, λ ∈ X;(U˙e)
m∑
p=0
(−1)pF
(m−p)
λ−mαi−αj ,λ−pαi−αj
Fλ−pαi−αj ,λ−pαiF
(p)
λ−pαi,λ
= 0, ∀i 6= j ∈ I, λ ∈ X;(U˙f)
where we set m = 1− i · j in the q-Serre relations (U˙e) and (U˙f) and
E
(n)
λ+nαi,λ
=
1
[[n]]!
Eλ+nαi,λ+(n−1)αi · · ·Eλ+2αi,λ+αiEλ+αi,λ,
F
(n)
λ−nαi,λ
=
1
[[n]]!
Fλ−nαi,λ−(n−1)αi · · ·Fλ−2αi,λ−αiFλ−αi,λ, ∀n ∈ N, i ∈ I, and λ ∈ X.
Let A = Z[v, v−1] be the subring of Laurent polynomials in Q(v). Let AU˙ be the A-subalgebra
of U˙ generated by the elements 1λ, E
(n)
λ+nαi,λ
and F
(n)
λ−nαi,λ
for all λ ∈ X, n ∈ N and i ∈ I. Let B˙
be the canonical basis of U˙ defined in [L93, 25.2.4].
3. Preliminary, II
We shall recall the equivariant derived category from [BL94], [LMB00], [LO08a]-[LO08b]. We
will use the presentations in [S08] and [WW09].
3.1. Derived category D∗(X). Let p be a prime number. Fix an algebraic closure k of the finite
field Fp of p elements. All algebraic varieties in this paper will be over k.
Let l be a prime number different from p. Let Q¯l be an algebraic closure of the field of l-adic
numbers.
We write Db(X) for the bounded derived category of complexes of Q¯l-constructible sheaves on
an algebraic variety X defined in [BBD82, 2.2.18]. See also [FK88, I, §12] and [KW01, II 5]. We
denote D∗(X), ∗ = {φ,+,−}, for the similar derived category with the term “bounded” replaced
by “unbounded”, “bounded below”, “bounded above”, respectively.
The shift functor will be denoted by “[−]”. The functors Rf∗, Rf!, Lf
∗, and Rf ! associated to
a given morphism f : Y → X of varieties will be written as f∗, f!, f
∗ and f !, respectively, in this
paper. We also write K → L → M → for any distinguished triangle K → L → M → K[1] in the
derived categories just defined.
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3.2. Equivariant derived category D∗G(X). Let us recall the equivariant derived categories
following [BL94], [S08], and [WW09].
A morphism f : Y → X of varieties over k is called n-acyclic if for any sheaf F over X, considered
as a complex of sheaves concentrated on the zeroth degree, then
F ≃ τ≤nf∗f
∗(F),(1)
and the property (1) holds under base changes, where τ≤n : D(X) → D
≤n(X) is the truncation
functor.
Let a linear algebraic group, G, over k act on X.
A G-equivariant morphism E
e
→ X is called a resolution of X (with respect to G) if the action
of G on E is free and its quotient map E → G\E is a locally trivial fibration with fiber G. We
thus have the following diagram
X
e
←−−−− E
e¯
−−−−→ E¯,
where E¯ = G\E. Let [G\X] be the category whose objects are all resolutions of X and morphisms
between resolutions of X are defined to be G-equivariant morphisms over X. By [LMB00, 18.7.5],
[G\X] is an algebraic stack of Bernstein-Lunts.
A resolution E
e
→ X of X is called smooth if e is smooth. If, moreover, e¯ is n-acyclic, we call
the resolution E
e
→ X an n-acyclic smooth resolution of X.
A sequence, (En, fn)n∈N, of smooth resolutions of X:
E0
f0
−−−−→ E1
f1
−−−−→ · · · −−−−→ En
fn
−−−−→ En+1 −−−−→ · · · ,
is called acyclic if en : En → X is n-acyclic and fn is a closed inclusion, ∀n ∈ N.
Given any smooth resolution E
e
→ X, the category D+(E¯|e) of objects from X is the full
subcategory of D+(E¯) consisting of all objects K such that there is a complex L ∈ D+(X) satisfying
e∗(L) ≃ e¯∗(K).
If f : E → E′ is a morphism of smooth resolutions of X, then it induces a map f¯ : E¯ → E¯′,
which gives rise to the inverse image functor f¯∗ : D+(E¯′|e′)→ D+(E¯|e).
Given any acyclic sequence, (En, fn)n∈N, of smooth resolutions of X, we then have a sequence
of functors:
D+(E¯0|e0)
f¯∗
0←−−−− D+(E¯1|e1)
f¯∗
1←−−−− · · · D+(E¯n|en)
f¯∗n←−−−− D+(E¯n+1|en+1) ←−−−− · · · .
The inverse limit category lim←−D
+(E¯n|en) is defined to be the category whose objects are pairs
(An;φn)n∈N, with An ∈ D
+(E¯n|en) and φn : f¯
∗
n(An+1)→˜An isomorphisms; and whose morphisms
α : (An;φn)n∈N → (Bn;ψn)n∈N are collections of morphisms αn : An → Bn such that αnφn =
ψnf¯
∗
n(αn+1), ∀n ∈ N.
Definition 3.3. The bounded below G-equivariant derived category of X is defined to be
D+G(X) = lim←− D
+(E¯n|en).
Similarly, we define the bounded (resp. bounded above; unbounded) G-equivariant derived
category DbG(X) (resp. D
−
G(X); DG(X)), with lim←− D
+(E¯n|en) replaced by lim←− D
b(E¯n|en) (resp.
lim←− D
−(E¯n|en); lim←− D(E¯n|en)).
We call the objects in the categories just defined equivariant complexes.
The following results are proved in [S08] and [WW09].
Proposition 3.4. (a) Acyclic sequences of smooth resolutions of X exist;
(b) The definitions of equivariant derived categories are independent of the choices of the acyclic
sequences of smooth resolutions of X;
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(c) The category D+G(X) (resp. D
b
G(X), D
−
G(X)) is a triangulated category. Σ is a distinguished
triangle in D+G(X) (resp. D
b
G(X), D
−
G(X)) if and only if the projection of Σ to D
+(E¯n|en)
(resp. Db(E¯n|en), D
−(E¯n|en)) is a distinguished triangle for all n ∈ N;
For any object (An, φn) ∈ D
+
G(X), there exists Bn ∈ D
+(X) such that e¯∗nAn ≃ e
∗
nBn for any
n ∈ N. So e∗nBn ≃ f
∗
ne¯
∗
n+1(An+1) ≃ e
∗
nBn+1. Thus the stalks of Bn and Bn+1 at any given points
are isomorphic to each other. Hence supp(Bn) = supp(Bn+1), for all n ∈ N. Therefore, we can
define the support of the object (An, φn) as follows.
Definition 3.5. The support of the object (An, φn) ∈ D
+
G(X) is defined to be the support of the
Bn’s.
Similarly, we can define the supports of any objects in DbG(X), D
−
G(X), and DG(X).
Finally, we should give another description of the bounded derived category DbG(X) in order
to talk about the singular supports, which will be defined in Section 8, of objects in DbG(X) for
varieties X defined over a characteristic zero algebraically closed field.
Let X
e
← E
e¯
→ E¯ be a smooth resolution of X with respect to G. We define the category
DbG(X,E) to be the category whose objects are
• triples K = (KX , K¯, θ), where KX ∈ D
b(X), K¯ ∈ Db(E¯) and θ : e∗KX → e¯
∗K¯ is an
isomorphism;
and whose morphisms are
• pairs α = (αX , α¯) : K → L, with αX : KX → LX ∈ D
b(X) and α¯ : K¯ → L¯ ∈ Db(E¯) such
that θe∗(αX) = e
∗(α¯)θ.
Given any morphism ν : E → E1 of smooth resolutions of X, it induces a morphism ν¯ : E¯ → E¯1,
and a functor
ν∗ : DbG(X,E1)→ D
b
G(X,E), (KX , K¯, θ)→ (KX , ν¯
∗K¯, ξ),
where ξ is the composition e∗(KX) = ν
∗e∗1KX
ν∗θ
→ ν∗e¯∗1(K¯) = e
∗ν¯∗K¯.
An acyclic sequence (En, fn) of smooth resolutions of X gives rise to a sequence of functors
DbG(X,E0)
f∗
0←−−−− DbG(X,E1)
f∗
1←−−−− · · · ←−−−− DbG(X,En) ←−−−− · · · .
The following proposition is proved in [S08, 5.3] and [BL94, Part I, 2].
Proposition 3.6. DbG(X) ≃ lim←− D
b(X,En).
Recall from [BL94, Part I, 3.2] that there exists a functor
(2) ⊗ : DbG(X)×D
b
G(X)→ D
b
G(X)
which is exact on each variable. Equipped with the tensor functor ⊗, the derived category DbG(X)
is a tensor triangulated category ([B05]).
We refer to [BL94, I, 5] for the definition of equivariant perverse sheaves. Recall that to
any irreducible, G-invariant, closed subvariety X1 in X, associated the equivariant intersection
cohomology, denoted by ICG(X1). Let
(3) I˜CG(X1) = ICG(X1)[− dimX1].
Note that if X is smooth, I˜CG(X) = Q¯l,X , the constant sheaf on X.
Remark 3.7. As in [LMB00, 18.7], the equivariant derived category D∗G(X) for ∗ = {φ,+,−, b}
is equivalent to the derived category D∗c ([G\X], Q¯l) of complexes of lisse-e´tale Q¯l-sheaves on the
quotient stack [G\X] of cartesian constructible cohomologies defined in [LMB00]. We shall identify
these two categories throughout the paper.
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3.8. General inverse functor and general direct image functor. Throughout this paper, we
assume that for any homomorphism, say φ : H → G, of linear algebraic groups,
• H = G×G1 for some linear algebraic group G1 and φ is the projection to G.
A morphism f : Y → X is called a φ-map if f(h.y) = φ(h).f(y) for any h ∈ H, y ∈ Y . Any
φ-map f : Y → X gives rise to a morphism
(4) Qf : [H\Y ]→ [G\X]
of algebraic stacks ([LMB00]) defined as follows. For any given resolution Y
e
← E, the composition
X
fe
← E factors through the quotient map q : E → G1\E due to the assumption that G1 acts
trivially on X. In other words, there exists a unique morphism X
e1← G1\E such that e1q = fe.
Moreover, H\E = G\(G1\E). For any morphism ν : E → E
′ in [H\Y ], it naturally induces a
morphism ν¯ : E¯ → E¯′ in [G\X]. The morphism Qf is then defined to be
Qf : Y
e
← E 7→ X
e1← G1\E, ∀H-resolution Y
e
← E ∈ [H\Y ];
Qf : E
ν
→ E′ 7→ E¯
ν¯
→ E¯′, ∀ morphism E
ν
→ E′ ∈ [H\Y ].
By [LMB00], [LO08b], and Remark 3.7, the morphism Qf gives rise to the following functors:
Qf∗ : D
+
H(Y )→ D
+
G(X), Qf! : D
−
H(Y )→ D
−
G(X),
Qf∗ : DG(X)→ DH(Y ), Qf
! : DG(X)→ DH(Y ).
(5)
When H = G, we simply write f for the morphism Qf , and f∗, f!, f
∗, f ! for the functors Qf∗, Qf!,
Qf∗ and Qf !, respectively. These functors satisfy the following properties. We refer to [LMB00]
and [LO08b] for proofs of these properties.
Lemma 3.9. The pairs (Qf∗, Qf∗) and (Qf!, Qf
!) are adjoint pairs.
Lemma 3.10. Qf∗(A⊗A′) = Qf∗A⊗Qf∗A′, for any A,A′ ∈ DbG(X).
Lemma 3.11. If, moreover, ψ : I → H is a morphism of linear algebraic groups, and g : Z → Y
a ψ-map, we have
Qg∗Qf∗ ≃ Q(fg)∗ and Qf∗Qg∗ ≃ Q(fg)∗.
Lemma 3.12. Qf!(A⊗Qf
∗(B)) ≃ Qf!(A)⊗B, for any A ∈ D
−
H(Y ) and B ∈ D
−
G(X).
Lemma 3.13. If, moreover, ψ : I → H is a morphism of linear algebraic groups, and g : Z → Y
a ψ-map, we have
Qg!Qf ! ≃ Q(fg)! and Qf!Qg! ≃ Q(fg)!.
Suppose that
I = G×G1 ×G2, H = G×G1, and H1 = G×G2.
We denote the projections of linear algebraic groups as follows.
I
ψ
−−−−→ H
φ
−−−−→ G, and I
ψ1
−−−−→ H1
φ1
−−−−→ G.
Assume, further, that we have a cartesian diagram
Z
g
−−−−→ Y
f1
y fy
Y1
g1
−−−−→ X,
GEOMETRIC
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and the morphisms f , g, f1 and g1 are φ, ψ, ψ1 and φ1 maps, respectively. This cartesian diagram
then gives rise to the following cartesian diagram
(6)
[I\Z]
Qg
−−−−→ [H\Y ]
Qf1
y Qfy
[H1\Y1]
Qg1
−−−−→ [G\X].
In fact, one can define a morphism,
X
ξ
→ [I\Z],
from the fiber product X := [H1\Y1] ×[G\X] [H\Y ] to [I\Z] as follows. To a triple T = (E1 →
Y1, E → Y, α : Qg1(E1 → Y1) ≃ Qf(E → Y )) in the fiber product X , we form the fiber product
E1×(G1\E)E, on which there is a free I-action induced from the free H1 (resp. H, G) action on E1
(resp. E, G1\E). It is clear that I\E1×(G1\E)E ≃ H\E. By the universal property of the cartesian
diagram (g, f ; f1, g1), we see that there is a unique I-equivariant morphism E1×(G1\E)E → Z. The
morphism ξ is defined by sending the triple T to E1 ×(G1\E) E → Z. By the universal property of
X , there is a morphism ξ1 : [I\Z]→ X . It is not difficult to show that ξξ1 = id[I\Z] and ξ1ξ = idX .
So [I\Z] is isomorphic to the fiber product X . Therefore, the diagram above is cartesian.
The following lemma holds from the above cartesian diagram (6) of algebraic stacks.
Lemma 3.14. Qf∗Qg1! ≃ Qg!Qf
∗
1 .
3.15. Compatibility with localization. Let A,B and C be three triangulated categories with
exact functors
A
f1
→ B
f2
→ C.
Suppose that TA, TB and TC are thick subcategories of A, B, and C, respectively. Then we have
three “exact sequences” of categories ([BBD82, 1.4.4])
0→ TA
ι
→ A
Q
→ A/TA → 0, 0→ TB
ι
→ B
Q
→ B/TB → 0, 0→ TC
ι
→ C
Q
→ C/TC → 0
Moreover, we assume that each localization functor Q admits a left adjoint Q! and a right adjoint
Q∗. This implies that the functor ι admits a left adjoint ι
∗ and a right adjoint ι! ([V76, §2]) . We
form the following functors
F1 = Q ◦ f1 ◦Q! :A/TA → B/TB; F2 = Q ◦ f2 ◦Q! : B/TB → C/TC ;
F3 = Q ◦ f2f1 ◦Q! : A/TA → C/TC .
Lemma 3.16. If ι∗f1Q! = 0 or Q ◦ f2 ◦ ι = 0, then F2 ◦ F1 = F3.
Proof. From [V76, 6.7], we have a distinguished triangle of functors
Q!Q→ Id→ ιι
∗ → .
Thus we have a distinguished triangle of functors
Q ◦ f2(Q!Q)f1Q! → Q ◦ f2(Id)f1Q∗ → Q ◦ f2(ιι
∗)f1Q! → .
But the third term is zero by the assumption. Lemma follows. 
Suppose that D is a fourth triangulated category with a thick subcategory TD such that the
localization functor Q : D → D/TD admits a right adjoint Q∗ and a left adjoint Q!. Assume,
moreover, that we have a pair of exact functors g1 : A → D, g2 : D → C such that f2f1 ≃ g2g1. We
can form the following functors:
G1 = Q ◦ g1 ◦Q! and G2 = Q ◦ g2 ◦Q!.
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Lemma 3.17. If Q ◦ f2 ◦ ι = 0 and ι
∗g1Q! = 0, then F2F1 ≃ G2G1.
This is because , we have F2F1 = Q ◦ f2f1 ◦Q! = Q ◦ g2g1 ◦Q! = G2G1, by Lemma 3.16.
Recall from [B05] that a tensor triangulated category is a triangulated category equipped with
a symmetric monoindal functor which is exact on each variable. A thick subcategory T of a tensor
triangulated category A is called a thick tensor ideal if for any T ∈ T and A ∈ A, we have
T ⊗ A ∈ T . If T is a thick tensor ideal of A, then the quotient categories A/T is again a tensor
triangulated category. Moreover, the tensor structures are compatible with the localization functor
in the sense that Q(A⊗A′) ≃ Q(A)⊗Q(A′) for any A,A′ ∈ A.
Lemma 3.18. Assume that A and B are tensor triangulated categories and TA and TB are thick
tensor ideals. Suppose that f1 : A → B is an exact functor such that f1(A⊗A
′) = f1A⊗ f1A
′ and
Q ◦ f1 ◦ ι = 0, then
F1(Q(A) ⊗Q(A
′)) ≃ F1(A)⊗ F1(A
′).
Proof. We have F1(Q(A)⊗Q(A
′)) ≃ F1Q(A⊗A
′) = Q◦f1Q!Q(A⊗A
′). Consider the distinguished
triangle
F1(Q(A)⊗Q(A
′)→ Q ◦ f1(A⊗A
′)→ Q ◦ f1ιι
∗(A⊗A′)→ .
By assumption, the third term of the above distinguished triangle is zero. So
F1(Q(A)⊗Q(A
′)) ≃ Q ◦ f1(A⊗A
′) = F (QA)⊗ F (QA′). 
Lemma 3.19. Assume that A and B are tensor triangulated categories and TA and TB are thick
tensor ideals. Assume, further, that Q!(A ⊗ Q(A
′)) ≃ Q!(A) ⊗ A
′ for any A, A′ in A. Suppose
that h1 : B → A is an exact functor. Let H1 = Q ◦ h1 ◦Q!. If Q ◦ h1ι = 0, Q! ◦ F1 = f1 ◦Q!, and
f1(A⊗ h1(B)) ≃ f1(A)⊗B, for A ∈ A and B ∈ B, then
F1(Q(A) ⊗H1(Q(B))) ≃ F1(Q(A))⊗Q(B).
Proof. By assumption, H1 ◦Q ≃ Q ◦ h1. So
F1(Q(A)⊗H1(Q(B))) = F1(Q(A)⊗Q ◦ h1(B)) ≃ Q ◦ f1 ◦Q!(Q(A)⊗Q ◦ h1(B))
= Q ◦ f1(Q!Q(A)⊗ h1(B)) = Q ◦ f1(Q!Q(A)⊗ h1(B)
= Q(f1Q!Q(A)⊗ h1(B) = Q(Q! ◦ F1Q(A)⊗B) = F1(Q(A)) ⊗Q(B).
The lemma follows. 
4. Convolution product
4.1. Framed representation variety. Recall from section 2.1 that Γ = (I,H,′ ,′′ ,¯ ) is a graph
attached to a Cartan datum (I, · ). Fix an orientation Ω of Γ, i.e., Ω is a subset of H such that
Ω ⊔ Ω¯ = H. We call the pair (Γ,Ω) a quiver. To an I-graded vector space V = ⊕i∈IVi over k, we
set
GV =
∏
i∈I
GL(Vi),
the product of the general linear groups GL(Vi). To a pair (D, V ) of finite dimensional I-graded
vector spaces over the field k, attached the framed representation variety of the quiver (Γ,Ω):
EΩ(D,V ) = ⊕h∈ΩHom(Vh′ , Vh′′)⊕⊕i∈IHom(Vi,Di).
Elements in EΩ(D,V ) will be denoted by X = (x, q) where x (resp. q) is in the first (resp. second)
component. The group GD ×GV acts on EΩ(D,V ) by conjugation:
(f, g).(x, q) = (x′, q′), where x′h = gh′′xhg
−1
h′ , q
′
i = fiqig
−1
i , ∀h ∈ Ω, i ∈ I,
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for any (f, g) ∈ GD ×GV , and (x, q) ∈ EΩ(D,V ). To each i ∈ I, we set
X(i) = qi +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=i
xh : Vi → Di ⊕
⊕
h∈Ω:h′=i
Vh′′ .
To a triple (D,V, V ′) of I-graded vector spaces, we set
EΩ(D,V, V
′) = EΩ(D,V )⊕EΩ(D,V
′).
We write EΩ for EΩ(D,V, V
′) if it causes no ambiguity. The group
G = GD ×GV ×GV ′
acts on EΩ by (f, g, g
′).(X,X ′) = ((f, g).X, (f, g′).X ′), for any (f, g, g′) ∈ G, (X,X ′) ∈ EΩ.
Similarly, to a quadruple (D,V, V ′, V ′′) of I-graded vector spaces, we set
EΩ(D,V, V
′, V ′′) = EΩ(D,V )⊕EΩ(D,V
′)⊕EΩ(D,V
′′).
The group H = GD ×GV ×GV ′ ×GV ′′ acts on EΩ(D,V, V
′, V ′′) by
(f, g, g′, g′′).(X,X ′,X ′′) = ((f, g).X, (f, g′).X ′, (f, g′′).X ′′),
for any (f, g, g′, g′′) ∈ H, (X,X ′,X ′′) ∈ EΩ(D,V, V
′, V ′′).
4.2. Fourier-Deligne transform. Let Ω′ be another orientation of the graph Γ. The vari-
ous varieties defined in 4.1 can be defined with respect to Ω′ and Ω ∪ Ω′. Define a pairing
us : EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
s) → k by us(X
s) =
∑
h∈Ω\Ω′ tr(x
s
hx
s
h¯
) for any Xi ∈ EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
s) where tr(−) is
the trace of the endomorphism in the parenthesis. Fix a non-trivial character χ from the field Fp
of p elements to Q¯∗l := Q¯l\{0}. Denote by Lχ the local system on k corresponding to χ. Let
(7) Ls = u
∗
sLχ.
Let ust : EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
i, V j)→ k be the pairing defined by ust(X
s,Xt) = −us(X
s) + ut(X
t) for any
(Xs,Xt) ∈ EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
s, V t). Via this pairing, we may regard EΩ′ as the dual bundle of the vector
bundle EΩ over EΩ∩Ω′ . Note that this pairing is G-invariant, i.e., ust(g.(X
s,Xt)) = ust(X
s,Xt),
for any g ∈ G. We set
(8) Lst = u
∗
stLχ.
Consider the diagram
EΩ(D,V
s, V t)
mst←−−−− EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
s, V t)
m′st−−−−→ EΩ′(D,V
s, V t),
where the morphisms are obvious projections. It is clear that mst and m
′
st are G-equivariant
morphisms. The Fourier-Deligne transform for the vector bundle EΩ over EΩ∩Ω′ , associated
with the character χ, is the triangulated functor
(9) ΦΩ
′
Ω : D
b
G(EΩ(D,V
s, V t))→ DbG(EΩ′(D,V
s, V t))
is defined to be ΦΩ
′
Ω (K) = m
′
st!(m
∗
st(K) ⊗ Lst)[rst], where rst is the rank of the vector bundle
EΩ → EΩ∩Ω′ . Note that rst =
∑
h∈Ω\Ω′ dimV
s
h′ dimV
s
h′′ + dimV
t
h′ dimV
t
h′′ .
Let a be the map of multiplication by −1 along the fiber of the vector bundle EΩ over EΩ∩Ω′ .
Theorem 4.3. The transform ΦΩ
′
Ω is an equivalence of triangulated categories. Moreover, Φ
Ω
Ω′Φ
Ω′
Ω ≃
a∗.
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4.4. Localization. To each i ∈ I, we fix an orientation Ωi of the graph Γ such that i is a source,
i.e., all arrows h incident to i having h′ = i. Let Fi be the closed subvariety of EΩi consisting of all
elements (X,X ′) such that either X(i) or X ′(i) is not injective. Let Ui be its complement. Thus
we have a decomposition
γi : Fi →֒ EΩi ←֓ Ui : βi.(10)
Notice that Fi and Ui are G-invariant. Following Zheng [Zh08], let Ni be the thick subcategory of
DbG(EΩ) generated by the objects K ∈ D
b
G(EΩ) such that the support of the complex Φ
Ωi
Ω (K) is
contained in the subvariety Fi. Let N be the thick subcategory of D
b
G(EΩ) generated by Ni for all
i ∈ I. We define
D
b
G(EΩ) = D
b
G(EΩ)/N
to be the localization of DbG(EΩ) with respect to the thick subcategory N ([V76], [KS90]). Let
Q : DbG(EΩ)→ D
b
G(EΩ)
denote the localization functor.
If dimV ai > dimDi +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=i dimV
a
h′′ +
∑
h∈Ω:h′′=i dimV
a
h′ for a = 1 or 2 and some i ∈ I, we
have Ni = D
b
G(EΩ). In this case, we have D
b
G(EΩ) = 0.
Recall that supp(K⊗L) = supp(K)∩supp(L) for any complexes K and L. From these properties
and the fact that ⊗ is exact on each variable, we have that N is a thick tensor ideal of DbG(EΩ) if
DbG(EΩ) is equipped with the derived tensor functor⊗. We see that D
b
G(EΩ) is a tensor triangulated
category with the tensor structure inherited from that of DbG(EΩ).
Lemma 4.5. The localization functor Q admits a right adjoint Q∗ and a left adjoint Q!. Moreover,
Q∗ and Q! are fully faithful.
Proof. Let Qi : D
b
G(EΩ) → D
b
G(EΩ)/Ni be the localization functor with respect to the thick
subcategory Ni. It is well-known, for example, [BBD82, 1.4], [BL94, Theorem 3.4.3], that the
functor β∗i : D
b
G(EΩi) → D
b
G(Ui) admits a fully faithful right adjoint βi∗ and a fully faithful left
adjoint βi!. Now that the functor Qi can be identified with the functor β
∗
i via the transform Φ
Ωi
Ω ,
it then admits a fully faithful right adjoint Qi∗ and a fully faithful left adjoint Qi!.
For simplicity, let us assume that the graph Γ consists of only two vertices i and j. By the
universal property of the localization functor Qi, the functor Q factors through Qi, i.e., there exists
a functor Qˆi : D
b
G(EΩ)/Ni → D
b
G(EΩ)/N such that Q = Qˆi ◦Qi. Similarly, we have Q = Qˆj ◦Qj
for some Qˆj : D
b
G(EΩ)/Nj → D
b
G(EΩ)/N . Let us consider the following diagram
DbG(EΩ)
Qj
−−−−→ DbG(EΩ)/Nj
Qˆj
−−−−→ DbG(EΩ)/N
QiQj∗
y
DbG(EΩ)/Ni.
Given any K ∈ N , we have QiQj∗Qj(K) = 0. Indeed, if K ∈ Nj, then Qj(K) = 0. So
QiQj∗Qj(K) = 0. If K ∈ Ni, we have supp(Φ
Ωi
Ω Qj∗Qj(K)) = supp(Φ
Ωi
Ω K) ⊆ Fi. So Qj∗Qj(K) ∈
Ni. Thus, QiQj∗Qj(K) = 0. If K1 → K → K2 → is a distinguished triangle such that K1 and
K2 are in either Ni or Nj, then QiQjQj∗(K) = 0 because the functor QiQjQj∗ is exact. Since any
object in N is generated by objects from Ni we see that QiQj∗Qj(K) = 0 for any K ∈ N .
From this, we see that the functor QiQj∗Qj factors through Q, i.e., there is a unique exact
functor Qˆi∗ : D
b
G(EΩ)/N → D
b
G(EΩ)/Ni such that
Qˆi∗Q = QiQj∗Qj .(11)
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By applying Qj∗ to (11) and using the fact that QjQj∗ ≃ id, we have Qˆi∗Qˆj = QiQj∗.
Let ηj : Id → Qj∗Qj and ǫj : QjQj∗ → Id be the associated natural transformations of the
adjoint pair (Qj , Qj∗). We set ηˆi : Id→ Qˆi∗Qˆi be the composition
Qi
Qiηj
→ QiQj∗Qj = Qˆi∗QˆjQj = Qˆi∗QˆiQi,
and ǫˆi : QˆiQˆi∗ → Id be the composition
QˆiQˆi∗Qˆj = QˆiQiQj∗ = QˆjQjQj∗
Qˆjǫj
→ Qˆj .
The fact that (Qj , Qj∗) is an adjoint pair implies that the compositions of natural transformations
Qj∗
ηjQj∗
→ Qj∗QjQj∗
Qj∗ǫj
→ Qj∗, Qj
Qjηj
→ QjQj∗Qj
ǫjQj
→ Qj(12)
are the identity transformation Id : Qj∗ → Qj∗ and id : Qj → Qj, respectively. By applying Qi to
the first term in (12) and using the definitions of ǫˆi and ηˆi, we get that the following composition
of natural transformations is again identity transformation
QiQj∗
QiηjQj∗
−−−−−→ QiQj∗QjQj∗
QiQj∗ǫj
−−−−−→ QiQj∗∥∥∥ ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
Qˆi∗Qˆj
ηˆiQˆi∗Qˆj
−−−−−→ Qˆi∗QˆiQˆi∗Qˆj
Qˆi∗ǫˆiQˆj
−−−−−→ Qˆi∗Qˆj,
where the vertical middle term comes from the following identity:
QiQj∗QjQj∗ = Qˆi∗QˆjQjQj∗ = Qˆi∗QˆiQiQj∗ = Qˆi∗QˆiQˆi∗Qˆj.
In other words, we have
(Qˆi∗ǫˆi)(ηˆiQˆi∗) = IdQˆi∗ , (ǫˆiQˆi)(Qˆiηˆi) = IdQˆi ,(13)
where the second identity can be obtained by applying Qˆj to the second term in (12). It is well
known, for example [M71], that the pair (Qˆi, Qˆi∗) together with the transformations (ǫˆi, ηˆi) and
the above two identities (13) make the pair (Qˆi, Qˆi∗) an adjoint pair. Moreover, the fact that ǫj is
a natural isomorphism implies that ǫˆi is a natural isomorphism, which is equivalent to say that Qˆi∗
is fully faithful. The existence and the fully-faithfulness of the left adjoint Qˆi! of Qˆi can be proved
in a similar way.
Since Qi∗ and Qˆi∗ are fully faithful right adjoints of Qi and Qˆi, respectively, the composition
functor Q∗ = Qi∗ ◦ Qˆi∗ is the fully faithful right adjoint of Q = QˆiQi. Similary, Q! = Qi! ◦ Qˆi! is the
fully faithful left adjoint of Q. The lemma is proved for the graph with only two vertices i and j.
In general, let us order the vertex set I as i1, · · · , in. Define a sequence of thick subcategories:
N1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Nm ⊆ · · · ⊆ Nn = N ,
where Nm is the thick subcategory generated by the subcategories Ni1 , · · · ,Nim . Then the functor
Q is the composition of the following functors
DbG(EΩ)→ D
b
G(EΩ)/N1 → · · · → D
b
G(EΩ)/Nm
Qm
→ DbG(EΩ)/Nm+1 → · · · → D
b
G(EΩ)/N .
Each Qm admits a fully faithful right adjoint Qm∗ and a fully faithful left adjoint Qm! due to the
fact that the functor Qim : D
b
G(EΩ) → D
b
G(EΩ)/Nim admits fully faithful right and left adjoint
functors. This can be proved inductively in a similar manner as the proof in the case when the
graph has only two vertices, with the pair (Ni,Nj) replaced by (Nm,Nim+1). From this observation,
we see that the functors
Q∗ = Q1∗ ◦ · · · ◦Qn∗ and Q! = Q1! ◦ · · · ◦Qn!
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are the fully faithful right and left adjoint functors of Q, respectively. 
What did not state in the above proof of Lemma 4.5 for Γ = {i, j} is that Qˆj admits a fully
faithful right adjoint Qˆj∗ and the composition Qj∗Qˆj∗ is the right adjoint of Q. By the uniqueness
of the right adjoint of Q, we have Qj∗Qˆj∗ = Qi∗Qˆi∗. Now we have
Qj∗Qˆj∗Q = Qj∗Qˆj∗QˆiQi = Qj∗QjQi∗Qi, Qi∗Qˆi∗Q = Qi∗Qˆi∗QˆjQj = Qi∗QiQj∗Qj.
So Q∗Q(K) = Qj∗Qj ◦Qi∗Qi(K) = Qi∗Qi ◦Qj∗Qj(K). So it makes sense to state the identities as
follows:
Q∗(Q(K)) =
∏
i∈I
ΦΩΩiβi∗β
∗
i Φ
Ωi
Ω (K) and Q!(Q(K)) =
∏
i∈I
ΦΩΩiβi!β
∗
i Φ
Ωi
Ω (K)
for any K ∈ DbG(EΩ). It is clear that such an expression works for an arbitrary graph too. We also
have
(14) Q!(A⊗Q(B)) ≃ Q!(A)⊗B, ∀A ∈ D
b
G(EΩ)/N , B ∈ D
b
G(EΩ).
This is because each pair (Qa!, Qa) in the proof of Lemma 4.5 has such a property. Moreover,
Lemma 4.6. (a) The inclusion ι : N → DbG(EΩ) admits a left adjoint ι
∗ and a right adjoint
ι!.
(b) One has Qι = 0, ι∗Q! = 0, ι
!Q∗ = 0, and, ∀A ∈ N , B ∈ D
b
G(EΩ)/N ,
Hom(Q!B, ιA) = 0 and Hom(ιA,Q∗B) = 0;
(c) For any K ∈ DbG(EΩ), there are distinguished triangles
Q!Q(K)→ K → ιι
∗(K)→ and ιι!(K)→ K → Q∗Q(K)→;
(d) The functors ι,Q∗, Q! are fully faithful, i.e., the following adjunction are isomorphic:
ι∗ι→ Id→ ι!ι and QQ∗ → Id→ QQ!.
Proof. These results follow from Lemma 4.5 and results from [V76, Prop. 6.5, 6.6, 6.7] and [KS06,
Ch. 7, 10]. 
Remark 4.7. (1). Comparing Lemma 4.5-4.6 with [BBD82, 1.4.3], [BL94], we may regardDbG(EΩ)/N
as the equivariant derived category DbG(U) of an “imaginary” open subvariety U of EΩ. It is not
clear to the author if the existence of such a variety can be justified by the method in [B05].
(2). One may define D∗G(EΩ(D,V, V
′)) for ∗ = {+,−} in a similar way and Lemmas 4.5, 4.6
and (27) still hold, where the thick subcategory Ni can be defined to be the one consisting of all
objects K such that the support of the cohomology sheaf Ha(K) is in Fi for any a.
4.8. Convolution product. Let
pst : EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)→ EΩ(D,V
s, V t), φ : H→ G,
denote the projections to the (s, t)-components, where the spaces EΩ’s, the groups H and G are
defined in Section 4.1. It is clear that pst is a φ-map. So, by Section 3.8 (4), we have a morphism
of algebraic stacks:
Qpst : [H\EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)]→ [G\EΩ(D,V
s, V t)].
From Section 3.8 (5), we have the following functors:
Qp∗st : D
b
G(EΩ(D,V
s, V t))→ DbH(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3));
(Qpst)! : D
−
H(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3))→ D−G(EΩ(D,V
s, V t)).
(15)
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Lemma 4.9. We have
(16) Q ◦Qp∗st ◦ ι = 0 and ι
∗ ◦Qpst! ◦Q! = 0.
Proof. For the first identity, it suffices to show that Qp∗st(Ni) ⊆ Ni for any i ∈ I. Fix an orientation
Ωi such that i is a source in Ωi. The morphism pst is a morphism of vector bundles over the
base space EΩ∩Ωi(D,V
s, V t). Let p′st : EΩ(D,V
s, V t)′ → EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)′ be the transpose of
pst. We identify EΩ(D,V
s, V t)′ with EΩi(D,V
s, V t) under the pairing ust and EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)′
with EΩi(D,V
s, V t) × EΩ(D,V
u) where u is the number such that {s, t, u} = {1, 2, 3}. Then the
transpose p′st is noting but the inclusion of EΩi(D,V
s, V t) into EΩi(D,V
s, V t) × EΩ(D,V
u). Let
ψ : G→ H be the obvious imbedding. It is clear that p′st is a ψ-map. This induces a morphism of
algebraic stacks:
Qp′st : [G\EΩi(D,V
s, V t)]→ [H\EΩi(D,V
s, V t)×EΩ(D,V
u)].
Let H act on EΩi(D,V
s, V t) by declaring that GV u acts trivially. Then Qp
′
st factors through
[H\EΩi(D,V
s, V t)]. So the functor Qp′st! is a composition of the integration functor
Ind! : DG(EΩi(D,V
s, V t))→ DH(EΩi(D,V
s, V t))
from [BL94, 3.7] and the functor
p′ij! : DH(EΩi(D,V
s, V t))→ DH(EΩi(D,V
s, V t)×EΩ(D,V
u)).
Since GV u acts trivially on EΩi(D,V
s, V t), we see that the supports of the complexes K and
Ind!(K) are the same. Moreover, we have supp(p
′
ij!(K)) = p
′
ijsupp(K). So the decomposition
p′st!Ind! of Qp
′
st! implies that
Qp′st!(Ni) ⊆ Ni.(17)
Note that the notion of Ni also makes sense on DH(EΩi(D,V
s, V t)×EΩ(D,V
u)). Now we have
Qp∗st(Φ
Ω
Ω′K) = Φ
Ω
Ω′Qp
′
st!(K)[f1 − f2],(18)
where f1 and f2 are the ranks of EΩ(D,V
s, V t) and EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3) over EΩ∩Ωi(D,V
s, V t),
respectively. This can be proved by a similar argument as the proof of Theorem 1.2.2.4 in [L87],
see also [KW01, Theorem 13.2]. By combining (17) and (18), we get the statement Qp∗st(Ni) ⊆ Ni
for any i ∈ I.
The second identity can be shown similarly by replacing (17) by ι∗i (Qp
′
st)
∗Qi! = 0 where ι
∗
i is the
left adjoint of the inclusion functor ιi of Ni into the ambient category and Qi! is the left adjoint to
the quotient functor Qi with respect to Ni. 
We set
P ∗st = Q ◦Qp
∗
st ◦Q! : D
b
G(EΩ(D,V
s, V t))→ DbH(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3));
Pst! = Q ◦ (Qpst)! ◦Q! : D
−
H(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3))→ D−G(EΩ(D,V
s, V t)).
(19)
By Lemma 4.6 (c) and (16) in the above Lemma, we have
Lemma 4.10. P ∗st ◦Q = Q ◦Qp
∗
st and Q!Pst! = Qpst!Q!.
To any objects K ∈ D−G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) and L ∈ D−G(EΩ(D,V
2, V 3)), we associate
(20) K · L = P13!(P
∗
12(K)⊗ P
∗
23(L)) ∈ D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 3)).
If, in addition, M ∈ D−G(EΩ(D,V
3, V 4)), we have
Proposition 4.11. (K · L) ·M ≃ K · (L ·M).
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Proof. Let Xs = EΩ(D,V
s) and Gs = GV s , ∀s = 1, 2, 3, 4. Let
qst : X1 ×X3 ×X4 → Xs ×Xt, φst : GD ×
∏
a=1,3,4
Ga → GD ×
∏
a=s,t
Ga;
rstu : X1 ×X2 ×X3 ×X4 → Xs ×Xt ×Xu, φstu : GD ×
∏
a=1,2,3,4
Ga → GD ×
∏
a=s,t,u
Ga;
sst : X1 ×X2 ×X3 ×X4 → Xi ×Xj, φ
′
st : GD ×
∏
a=1,2,3,4
Ga → GD ×Gs ×Gt;
be the self-explained projections. It is clear that qst, rstu and sst are φst-map, φstu-map, and φ
′
st-
map, respectively. Similar to the functors Pst! and P
∗
st, we define the functors Qst!, Q
∗
st (resp. Rstu!,
R∗stu; Sst!, S
∗
st) for the map qst (resp. rstu, sst). By definition,
(K · L) ·M = Q14!(Q
∗
13(K · L)⊗Q
∗
34(M)) = Q14!(Q
∗
13P13!(P
∗
12(K)⊗ P
∗
23(L)) ⊗Q
∗
34(M)).
Since the square (r123, p13; r134, q13) is cartesian and by Lemma 3.14, we have
(21) Qq∗13Qp13! ≃ Qr134!Qr
∗
123.
By (16), we have Q ◦Qr∗123 ◦ ι = 0 and ι
∗ ◦Qp13! ◦Q! = 0. So by Lemma 3.17 and (21),
(22) Q∗13P13! = R134!R
∗
123.
Thus
(K · L) ·M ≃ Q14!(R134!R
∗
123(P
∗
12(K)⊗ P
∗
23(L))⊗Q
∗
34(M)).
By Lemma 3.12, Lemma 3.19, and the fact that Q ◦Qr∗134ι = 0,
(23) (K · L) ·M ≃ Q14!R134!(R
∗
123(P
∗
12(K)⊗ P
∗
23(L))⊗R
∗
134Q
∗
34(M)).
By Lemma 3.13, Lemma 3.16, and the fact that ι∗ ◦Qr134!Q! = 0, we have
(24) Q14!R134! = S14!.
By Lemma 3.10, Lemma 3.18 and the fact that Q ◦Qr∗123ι = 0, we have
(25) R∗123(P
∗
12K ⊗ P
∗
23L) = R
∗
123P
∗
12K ⊗R
∗
123P
∗
23L.
By Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.16, we have
(26) R∗123P
∗
12 = S
∗
12, R
∗
123P
∗
23 = S
∗
23, and R
∗
134Q
∗
34 = S
∗
34.
Combining (23)-(26), we get
(K · L) ·M ≃ S14!(S
∗
12(K)⊗ S
∗
23(L)⊗ S
∗
34(M)).
Similarly, we can show that K · (L ·M) ≃ S14!(S
∗
12(K)⊗S
∗
23(L)⊗S
∗
34(M)). The lemma follows. 
Remark 4.12. The proofs of the equalities (22)-(26) can be generalized to similar situations. In
the sequel, we simply state the similar equalities without mentioning how they are proved.
4.13. Independence of choice of orientation. Let Ω′ be another orientation of the graph Γ.
Let NΩ′ be the thick subcategory of DG(EΩ′) defined in the same way as N . One has, by definition,
ΦΩ
′
Ω (N ) = NΩ′ . So we have an equivalence, induced by Φ
Ω′
Ω ,
ΦΩ
′
Ω : D
b
G(EΩ) ≃ D
b
G(EΩ′).(27)
Similarly, one can define the category DbH(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)) and the equivalence of categories
ΦΩ
′
Ω : D
b
H(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)) ≃ DbH(EΩ′(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)).
We define a convolution product “·Ω′” on the categories D
−
G(EΩ′(D,V
s, V t)) similar to the one
in Section 4.8. The following proposition shows that the convolution products are compatible with
the Fourier-Deligne transform.
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Proposition 4.14. ΦΩ
′
Ω (K ·L) = Φ
Ω′
Ω (K) ·Ω′ Φ
Ω′
Ω (L), for any objects K ∈ D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) and
L ∈ D−G(EΩ(D,V
2, V 3)).
Proof. Due to the fact that m∗13 is a fully faithful functor and that the condition to define the thick
subcategory N on EΩ and EΩ∪Ω′ are the same, one can deduce that ι
∗m∗13Q! = 0. From this fact,
the functor ΦΩ
′
Ω : D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 3))→ D−G(EΩ′(D,V
1, V 3)) can be rewritten as
ΦΩ
′
Ω (K) =M
′
13!(M
∗
13(K)⊗L13)[r13].
where the notations L13 and r13 are defined in Section 4.2 and M
′
13! and M
∗
13 are obtained from
m′13! and m
∗
13 as in (19). By definition, we have
ΦΩ
′
Ω (K · L) = Φ
Ω′
Ω (P13!(P
∗
12(K)⊗ P
∗
23(L))) =M
′
13!(M
∗
13P13!(P
∗
12(K)⊗ P
∗
23(L))⊗ L13)[r13].
Consider the following cartesian diagram
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 3)×EΩ(D,V
2)
s
−−−−→ EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 3)
r
y m13y
EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)
p13
−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
1, V 3).
By an argument similar to the proof of (22), we have M∗13P13! = S!R
∗. So
ΦΩ
′
Ω (K · L) =M
′
13!(S!R
∗(P ∗12(K)⊗ P
∗
23(L))⊗ L13)[r13]
=M ′13!S!(R
∗P ∗12(K)⊗R
∗P ∗23(L)⊗ S
∗L13)[r13].
(28)
On the other hand, we have
ΦΩ
′
Ω (K) ·Ω′ Φ
Ω′
Ω (L) = P
′
13!((P
′
12)
∗(ΦΩ
′
Ω (K))⊗ (P
′
23)
∗(ΦΩ
′
Ω (L)))
= P ′13!((P
′
12)
∗M ′12!(M
∗
12(K)⊗L12)[r12]⊗ (P
′
23)
∗M ′23!(M
∗
23(L)⊗ L23)[r23]),
where P ′st! and (P
′
st)
∗ are obtained from the projections p′st fromEΩ′(D,V
1, V 2, V 3) toEΩ′(D,V
s, V t),
Lst and rst are from Section 4.2, and the functors M
′
st! and M
∗
st are obtained from the projections
mst in Section 4.2 as Pst! and P
∗
st from pst in (19). Consider the following cartesian diagrams
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 2)×EΩ′(D,V
3)
s′1−−−−→ EΩ′(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)
r′
1
y p′12y
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 2)
m′
12−−−−→ EΩ′(D,V
1, V 2),
and
EΩ′(D,V
1)×EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
2, V 3)
s′2−−−−→ EΩ′(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)
r′2
y p′23y
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
2, V 3)
m′
23−−−−→ EΩ′(D,V
2, V 3).
From these cartesian diagrams and similar to the proof of (22), we have (P ′12)
∗M ′12! = S
′
1!(R
′
1)
∗ and
(P ′23)
∗M ′23! = S
′
2!(R
′
2)
∗. So
ΦΩ
′
Ω (K) ·Ω′ Φ
Ω′
Ω (L) = P
′
13!(S
′
1!(R
′
1)
∗(M∗12(K)⊗ L12)⊗ S
′
2!(R
′
2)
∗(M∗23(L)⊗ L23))[r12 + r23]
= P ′13!(S
′
1!((R
′
1)
∗M∗12(K)⊗ (R
′
1)
∗L12)⊗ S
′
2!((R
′
2)
∗M∗23(L)⊗ (R
′
2)
∗(L23)))[r12 + r23]
= P ′13!S
′
1!((R
′
1)
∗M∗12(K)⊗ (R
′
1)
∗L12 ⊗ (S
′
1)
∗S′2!((R
′
2)
∗M∗23(L)⊗ (R
′
2)
∗(L23)))[r12 + r23].
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We form the following cartesian diagram
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)×E2Ω\Ω′(D,V
2)
t′2−−−−→ EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 2)×EΩ′(D,V
3)
t′1
y s′1y
EΩ′(D,V
1)×EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
2, V 3)
s′
2−−−−→ EΩ′(D,V
1, V 2, V 3).
This cartesian diagram gives rise to the identity, (S′1)
∗S′2! = T
′
2!(T
′
1)
∗. So
ΦΩ
′
Ω (K) ·Ω′ Φ
Ω′
Ω (L) =
= P ′13!S
′
1!((R
′
1)
∗M∗12(K)⊗ (R
′
1)
∗L12 ⊗ T
′
2!(T
′
1)
∗((R′2)
∗M∗23(L)⊗ (R
′
2)
∗(L23)))[r123]
= P ′13!S
′
1!T
′
2!((T
′
2)
∗(R′1)
∗M∗12K ⊗ (T
′
2)
∗(R′1)
∗L12 ⊗ (T
′
1)
∗(R′2)
∗M∗23L⊗ (T
′
1)
∗(R′2)
∗L23)[r123]
= P ′13!S
′
1!T
′
2!((T
′
2)
∗(R′1)
∗M∗12K ⊗ (T
′
1)
∗(R′2)
∗M∗23L⊗ (T
′
2)
∗(R′1)
∗L12 ⊗ (T
′
1)
∗(R′2)
∗L23)[r123].
where r123 = r12 + r23. Let F1 = EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 3) and
t′3 : F ≡ EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)×E2Ω\Ω′(D,V
2)→ Z ≡ F1 ×EΩ(D,V
2)×E2Ω\Ω′(D,V
2)
be the obvious projection. Note that in the componentEΩ∪Ω′(D,V
2), there is a copy ofEΩ\Ω′(D,V
2),
denoted by E1Ω(D,V
2). Observe that
p′13s
′
1t
′
2 = wt
′
3, m12r
′
1t
′
2 = y2t
′
3, and m23r
′
2t
′
1 = y1t
′
3,
where w is the projection from Z to EΩ′(D,V
1, V 3), and y1 and y2 are the projections from Z to
EΩ(D,V
2, V 3) (for y1) and EΩ(D,V
1, V 2), respectively. Note that there are two choices for the
projections for each yi, but we choose the unique one such that the above identities hold. So
ΦΩ
′
Ω (K) ·Ω′ Φ
Ω′
Ω (L) =W!T
′
3!((T
′
3)
∗Y ∗2 K ⊗ (T
′
3)
∗Y ∗1 L⊗ (T
′
2)
∗(R′1)
∗L12 ⊗ (T
′
1)
∗(R′2)
∗L23)[r123]
=W!(Y
∗
2 K ⊗ Y
∗
1 L⊗ T
′
3!((T
′
2)
∗(R′1)
∗L12 ⊗ (T
′
1)
∗(R′2)
∗L23))[r123].
Let F2 = EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
2)×EΩ\Ω′(D,V
2). Thus, F = F1 × F2. Each component E
i
Ω(D,V
2) defines
a projection, πs,s+1 : F2 → EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
2), for any s = 1, 2. We have
r′1t
′
2 = w1(1× π23) and r
′
2t
′
1 = w2(1× π12),
where 1 : F1 → F1 is the identity map and ws is the projection of EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 2, V 3) to
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
s, V s+1) for any s = 1, 2. Hence,
ΦΩ
′
Ω (K) ·Ω′ Φ
Ω′
Ω (L) =W!(Y
∗
2 K ⊗ Y
∗
1 L⊗ T
′
3!((1×Π23)
∗W ∗1L12 ⊗ (1×Π12)
∗W ∗2L23))[r123].
Observe that W ∗1L12 = P
∗
1L
∗
1⊗P
∗
2L2 and W
∗
2L23 = P
∗
3L3⊗P
∗
2L
∗
2 where L
∗
s is the dual of the local
system Ls in 4.2, and ps are the projections from EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 2, V 3) to EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
s). So
T ′3!((1 ×Π23)
∗W ∗1L12 ⊗ (1×Π12)
∗W ∗2L23) =
= T ′3!(((1×Π23)
∗(P ∗1L
∗
1 ⊗ P
∗
2L2)⊗ (1×Π12)
∗P ∗2 (L
∗
2 ⊗ P
∗
3L3))
= T ′3!((T
′
3)
∗P ∗L13 ⊗ (1×Π23)
∗P ∗2L2 ⊗ (1×Π12)
∗P ∗2 (L
∗
2))
= P ∗L13 ⊗ T
′
3!(1×Π23)
∗P ∗2L2 ⊗ (1×Π12)
∗P ∗2 (L
∗
2)),
where P ∗ comes from the projection p : Z→ EΩ∪Ω′(V
1, V 3). By a similar argument as [KW01, p.
44], we have
T ′3!(1×Π23)
∗P ∗2L2 ⊗ (1×Π12)
∗P ∗2 (L
∗
2)) = ∆!Q¯l,Z1[−2r
′].
where ∆! is from the diagonal map δ : Z1 ≡ EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 3)×EΩ(D,V
2)→ Z and r′ is the rank
of t′3, which is equal to
∑
h∈Ω\Ω′ dimV
2
h′ dimV
2
h′′ . So
P ∗L13 ⊗ T
′
3!(1×Π23)
∗P ∗2L2 ⊗ (1×Π12)
∗P ∗2 (L
∗
2)) = P
∗L13 ⊗∆!Q¯l,Z1 [−2r
′] = ∆!S
∗L13[−2r
′].
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Therefore,
ΦΩ
′
Ω (K) ·Ω′ Φ
Ω′
Ω (L) =W!(Y
∗
2 K ⊗ Y
∗
1 L⊗∆!S
∗L13)[r123 − 2r
′]
=W!∆!(∆
∗Y ∗2 K ⊗∆
∗Y ∗1 L⊗ S
∗L13)[r13]
=M ′13!S!(R
∗P ∗12(K)⊗R
∗P ∗23(L)⊗ S
∗L13)[r13],
(29)
where the last identity comes from the observation that wδ = m′13s, y2δ = p12r and y1δ = p23r.
The proposition follows from (28) and (29). 
5. Defining relation
5.1. Generator. Given any pair (X1,X2) ∈ EΩ(D,V
1, V 2), we write
“ X1 →֒ X2 ”
if there exists an I-graded inclusion ρ : V 1 → V 2 such that ρh′′x
1
h = x
2
hρh′ , q
1
i = q
2
i ρi, for any h in
Ω and i in I. We also write “ρ : X1 →֒ X2” for such a ρ and “X1
ρ
→֒ X2” for the triple (X1,X2, ρ).
Consider the smooth variety
(30) ZΩ ≡ ZΩ(D,V
1, V 2) = {(X1,X2, ρ)|(X1,X2) ∈ EΩ(D,V
1, V 2) and ρ : X1 →֒ X2}.
We have a diagram
(31)
EΩ(D,V
1)
π1←−−−− ZΩ(D,V
1, V 2)
π2−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
2),∥∥∥ π12y ∥∥∥
EΩ(D,V
1)
p1
←−−−− EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)
p2
−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
2),
where π1 and p1 are projections to the first components, π2 and p2 are the projections to the second
components, and π12 is the projection to (1, 2) components.
Similar to ZΩ(D,V
1, V 2), let ZtΩ(D,V
1, V 2) = {(X1,X2, ρ)|ρ : X2 →֒ X1}. Let π12 denote the
projection ZtΩ(D,V
1, V 2)→ EΩ(D,V
1, V 2). Note that ZΩ(D,V
1, V 2) ≃ ZtΩ(D,V
2, V 1).
We set the following complexes in DbG(EΩ) with µ = λ− ν and n ∈ N:
Iµ = Q
(
π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ)
)
, if dimV 1 = dimV 2 = ν;
E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi = Q
(
π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ)[eµ,nαi ]
)
, if dimV 1 = ν and dimV 2 = ν + ni;
F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
= Q
(
π12!(Q¯l,Zt
Ω
)[fµ,nαi ]
)
, if dimV 1 = ν and dimV 2 = ν − ni;
(32)
where
(33) eµ,nαi = n
(
di +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=i
νh′′ − (νi + n)
)
and fµ,nαi = n
(
(νi − n)−
∑
h∈Ω:h′′=i
νh′
)
.
We set Iµ, E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi and F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi to be zero if µ ∈ X can not be written as the form µ = λ − ν
for some ν ∈ N[I]. We have
Lemma 5.2. ΦΩ
′
Ω (Iµ) = Iµ, Φ
Ω′
Ω
(
E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
)
= E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi and Φ
Ω′
Ω
(
F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
)
= F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi where
the elements on the right-hand sides are complexes in DbG(EΩ′) defined in a similar way as the
complexes on the left-hand sides.
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Proof. We shall show that ΦΩ
′
Ω
(
E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
)
= E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
. The others can be shown in a similar way.
Consider the following diagram
ZΩ ←−−−− Zˆ
c
−−−−→ ZˆΩ′
π12
y βy y
EΩ
m12←−−−− EΩ∪Ω′
m′12−−−−→ EΩ′ ,
where the morphisms m12 and m
′
12 are defined in Section 4.2, π12 is defined in (31), Zˆ = ZΩ ×EΩ
EΩ∪Ω′ , the morphism c is the map by forgetting the components x
1
h and x
2
h for h ∈ Ω\Ω
′, and the
rest of the morphisms are clearly defined.
By definition, we see that ZΩ is a locally closed subvariety in the variety EΩ×
∏
i∈I Hom(V
1
i , V
2
i ),
which, in turn, can be embedded as an open subvariety into a certain variety EΩ×P, where P is a
certain projective variety, by [Z85]. Then the morphism π12 is a compactifiable morphism defined
in [FK88, p. 86]. From this and the fact that the left square of the above diagram is cartesian,
we may apply the base change for compactifiable morphisms in [FK88, Theorem 8.7] to get the
following identity
ΦΩ
′
Ω (π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ)) = m
′
12!(m
∗
12π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ)⊗ L12)[r12]
= m′12!(β!(Q¯l,Zˆ)⊗ L12)[r12] = m
′
12!β!(β
∗L12)[r12],
where L12 and r12 are defined in 4.2.
Let Zˆ1 be the subvariety of Zˆ defined by the condition x
1
h
ρ
→֒ x2h for any h ∈ Ω
′\Ω. Observe that
that the map c is a vector bundle with fiber dimension
fc =
∑
h∈Ω\Ω′:h′′ 6=i
ν2h′ν
2
h′′ +
∑
h∈Ω\Ω′:h′′=i
ν1h′ν
1
h′′ ,
and the restriction of the map u12β, where u12 is defined in Section 4.2, to the fiber c
−1(X, ρ) of c
is 0 if c−1(X,σ) ⊆ Zˆ1 and a non-constant affine linear function, otherwise. By arguing in exactly
the same way as the proof of Proposition 10.2.2 in [L93], we get
ΦΩ
′
Ω (π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ)) ≃ π
Ω′
12!(Q¯l,ZΩ′ [r12 − 2fc],
where πΩ
′
12 is defined similar to π12. It is clear that
r12 − 2fc = −n
∑
h∈Ω\Ω′:h′=i
νh′′ + n
∑
h∈Ω\Ω′:h′′=i
νh′ .
By combining the above analysis, we have
ΦΩ
′
Ω
(
E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
)
= Q
(
πΩ
′
12!(Q¯l,ZΩ′ [r12 − 2fc][n(di +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=i
νh′′ − (νi + n))]
)
= E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi ,
where the second equality is due to the following computation.
r12 − 2fc + n(di +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=i
νh′′ − (νi + n)) = n(di +
∑
h∈Ω′:h′=i
νh′′ − (νi + n)).
The lemma follows. 
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5.3. Defining relation. We shall show that the complexes Iµ, E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
and F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
satisfy the
defining relations of AU˙.
Lemma 5.4. IµIµ′ = δµ,µ′Iµ where µ
′ = λ− ν ′ and ν ′ ∈ N[I].
Proof. Assume that V 1 = V 2 = V 3 has dimension ν. Consider the following cartesian diagram
ZΩ(D,V
1, V 2) ←−−−− Z1
s1−−−−→ Z
π12
y r1y s2y
EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)
p12
←−−−− EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)
r2←−−−− Z2,
where Z1 = ZΩ(D,V
1, V 2)×EΩ(D,V
3), Z2 = EΩ(D,V
1)× ZΩ(D,V
2, V 3),
Z = Z1 ×EΩ(D,V 1,V 2,V 3) Z2 = {(X
1,X2,X3, ρ1, ρ2)|X
1 ρ1→֒ X2
ρ2
→֒ X3}.
and the morphisms are the obvious projections. The cartesian square on the left gives rise to the
identity P ∗12Π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ(D,V 1,V 2)) = R1!(Q¯l,Z1). Similarly, P
∗
23Π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ(D,V 2,V 3)) = R2!(Q¯l,Z2). So
Iµ ·Iµ = P13!(P
∗
12(Iµ)⊗ P
∗
23(Iµ)) = P13!(R1!(Q¯l,Z1)⊗R2!(Q¯l,Z2))
= P13!R1!(Q¯l,Z1 ⊗R
∗
1R2!(Q¯l,Z2)) = P13!R1!(R
∗
1R2!(Q¯l,Z2)).
The right cartesian square in the above diagram implies that R∗1R2! = S1!S
∗
2 . Thus
Iµ ·Iµ = P13!R1!(R
∗
1R2!(Q¯l,Z2)) = P13!R1!S1!S
∗
2(Q¯l,Z2) = P13!R1!S1!(Q¯l,Z).
Consider the following commutative diagram
Z
t
−−−−→ ZΩ(D,V
1, V 3)
r1s1
y π12y
EΩ(D,V
1, V 2.V 3)
p13
−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
1, V 3),
where t sends X1
ρ1
→֒ X2
ρ2
→֒ X3 to X1
ρ2ρ1
→֒ X3. Then we have
Iµ ·Iµ = P13!R1!S1!(Q¯l,Z) = Π12!T!(Q¯l,Z).
Observe that t is the quotient map of Z by the group GV 2 , thus the induced morphismQt : [H\Z]→
[G\ZΩ(D,V
1, V 3)] is an isomorphism. Hence T!(Q¯l,Z) = Q¯l,ZΩ(D,V 1,V 3). Therefore,
Iµ ·Iµ = Π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ(D,V 1,V 3)) = π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ(D,V 1,V 3)) = Iµ.
It is clear that Iµ ·Iµ′ = 0 if µ 6= µ
′ from the above argument. The lemma follows. 
Lemma 5.5. For any µ and µ′, we have
E
(n)
µ,µ−nαiIµ
′ = δµ−nαi,µ′E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi , Iµ′E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi = δµ′,µE
(n)
µ,µ−nαi ;
F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
Iµ′ = δµ+nαi,µ′F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
, Iµ′F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
= δµ′,µF
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
.
This lemma can be proved in exactly the same way as the proof of Lemma 5.4.
Lemma 5.6. Eµ−αj+αi,µ−αjFµ−αj ,µ = Fµ+αi−αj ,µ+αiEµ+αi,µ, for any i 6= j.
Proof. Fix four I-graded vector spaces V s for s = 1, 2, 3, 4 such that
(34) dimV 1 = ν + j − i, dimV 2 = ν + j, dimV 3 = ν and dimV 4 = ν − i.
Let
Z1 = {(X
1,X2,X3, ρ1, ρ2)|(X
1,X2,X3) ∈ EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3),X1
ρ1
→֒ X2
ρ2
←֓ X3},
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and π1 be the projection from Z1 to EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3). Then an argument similar to the proof of
Lemma 5.4 yields that
Eµ−αj+αi,µ−αjFµ−αj ,µ = P13!Π1!(Q¯l,Z1)[m],
where m = eµ−αj+αi,αi + fµ−αj ,αj . Denote by Vˇ the I\{j}-graded vector space obtained from V by
deleting the component Vj . Let Z be the variety of quadruples (X
1,X3, ρˇ : Vˇ 1 →֒ Vˇ 3, σj : V
3
j →֒
V 1j ), where (X
1,X3) ∈ EΩ(D,V
1, V 3), such that all the diagrams incurred in the quadruples are
commutative, i.e.,
x3hρˇh′ = ρˇh′′x
1
h, if {h
′, h′′} 6= j; x1h = σjx
3
hρˇh′ , if h
′′ = j; and σjx
1
h = x
3
hρˇh′ , if h
′ = j.
Define a morphism of varieties
r13 : Z1 → Z
by r13(X
1,X2,X3, ρ1, ρ2) = (X
1,X3, ρˇ, σj) where ρˇk = ρ
−1
2,kρ1,k for any k ∈ I\{j} and σj = ρ
−1
1,jρ2,j .
Then, we have p13π2 = πr13, where π is the projection from Z to EΩ(D,V
1, V 3). Moreover, we
observe that r13 is a quotient map of Z1 by GV 2 . From these facts, we have
(35) Eµ−αj+αi,µ−αjFµ−αj ,µ = P13!Π1!(Q¯l,Z1)[m] = Π!R13!(Q¯l,Z1)[m] = Π!(Q¯l,Z)[m].
On the other hand, let
Z2 = {(X
1,X4,X3, ρ1, ρ2)|(X
1,X4,X3) ∈ EΩ(D,V
1, V 4, V 3),X1
ρ1
←֓ X4
ρ2
→֒ X3}
and π2 be the projection from Z2 to EΩ(D,V
1, V 4, V 3). Define a morphism r˜13 : Z2 → Z by
r˜13(X
1,X4,X3, ρ1, ρ2) = (X
1,X3, ρˇ, σj) where ρˇk = ρ2,kρ
−1
1,k for any k ∈ I\{j} and σj = ρ1,jρ
−1
2,j .
Then we have p˜13π2 = πr˜13, where p˜13 is the projection from Z2 to EΩ(D,V
1, V 3), moreover r˜13 is
quotient map of Z2 by GV 4 . From these facts, we get
(36) Fµ+αi−αj ,µ+αiEµ+αi,µ = P˜13!Π2!(Q¯l,Z2)[m
′] = Π!R˜13!(Q¯l,Z2)[m
′] = Π!(Q¯l,Z)[m
′],
wherem′ = fµ+αi−αj ,αj+eµ+αi,αi . By (35), (36) and the fact that m = m
′, we have the lemma. 
Lemma 5.7. Let ν(i) = di +
∑
h∈H:h′=i νh′′. For any vertex i ∈ I,
Eµ,µ−αiFµ−αi,µ ⊕
νi−1⊕
p=0
Iµ[ν(i)− 1− 2p] = Fµ,µ+αiEµ+αi,µ ⊕
ν(i)−νi−1⊕
p=0
Iµ[ν(i)− 1− 2p].
Proof. Due to Lemma 5.2, we may assume that i is a source in Ω. Let us fix four I-graded vector
spaces, V a, for a = 1, 2, 3, 4, such that
(37) dimV 1 = dimV 3 = ν, dimV 2 = ν + i and dimV 4 = ν − i.
Then we have
Eµ,µ−αiFµ−αi,µ = P13!Π1!(Q¯l,Z1)[m] and Fµ+αi−αj ,µ+αiEµ+αi,µ = P˜13!Π2!(Q¯l,Z2)[m],
where m = ν(i) − 1 and the other notations on the right-hand sides are defined in the proof of
Lemma 5.6 with the condition (34) replaced by (37).
Let Zs1 be the open subvariety of Z1 defined by the condition that X
1(i), X2(i) and X3(i) are
injective. Similarly, we define the open subvariety EsΩ in EΩ(D,V
1, V 3).
Denote by Xˇ the element obtained from X ∈ EΩ(D,V ) by deleting any component xh such
that h′ = i. Let Zˇs1 be the variety of tuples (X
1, Xˇ2,X3, ρ1, ρ2). Let Y1 be the variety of tu-
ples (Xˇ1, Xˇ2, Xˇ3, ρˇ1, ρˇ2,V1,V2,V3), where V1,V2,V3 ⊆ Di ⊕ ⊕h∈Ω:h′=iVh′′ , such that V1,V3 ⊆ V2,
dimV1 = dimV3 = νi and dimV2 = νi + 1. Similarly, we define the variety X1 of tuples
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(Xˇ1, Xˇ2, Xˇ3, ρˇ1, ρˇ2,V1,V3) and the variety W of tuples (Xˇ
1, Xˇ3,V1,V3). Then we have the fol-
lowing cartesian diagram
Zs1
r1−−−−→ Zˇs1
r2−−−−→ EsΩ
s1
y s2y s3y
Y1
r3−−−−→ X1
r4−−−−→ W,
where the ra’s are the obvious projections, and s2 and s3 are induced from s1, which is defined by
s1(X
1,X2,X3, ρ1, ρ2) = (Xˇ
1, Xˇ2, Xˇ3, ρˇ1, ρˇ2,V1,V2,V3) with
V2 = im (q
2
i +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=i
x2h), and Va = im (q
a
i +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=i
ρa,h′′x
a
h), ∀a = 1, 3.
Observe that s1 and s2 are the quotient maps of Z
s
1 and Zˇ
s
1 by the group GV 1i × GV 2i × GV 3i ,
respectively, and s3 is the quotient map of E
s
Ω by GV 1i
×GV 3
i
. Thus we have
(38) R2!R1!(Q¯l,Zs1) = S
∗
3R4!R3!(Q¯l,Y1).
Let Yc1 be the closed subvariety of Y1 defined by the condition V1 = V3 and Y
o
1 be its complement.
Let i1 : Y
c
1 → Y1 and j1 : Y
o
1 → Y1 be the inclusions. Sine r3 is proper and Y1 is smooth, the
complex R3!(Q¯l,Y1) is semisimple. So we have
r3!(Q¯l,Y1) = j
o
1!∗r
o
3!(Q¯l,Yo1)⊕ r3!i1!(Q¯l,Yc1),
where jo1 and r
o
3 are the morphisms Y
o
1
ro
3→ Xo1
jo
1→ X1 with X
o
1 the image of Y
o
1 under r3. Observe
that the morphism r3i1 is a projective bundle of relative dimension ν(i)−νi−1. Thus r3!i1!(Q¯l,Yc
1
) =
⊕
ν(i)−νi−1
p=0 Q¯l,Xc1 [−2p] where X
c
1 is the closed subvariety of X1 defined by the condition V1 = V3.
Then, we have
R3!(Q¯l,Y1) = J
o
!∗R
o
3!(Q¯l,Yo1)⊕⊕
ν(i)−νi−1
p=0 Q¯l,Xc1 [−2p].
By combining the above analysis, we see that the restriction of the complex Eµ,µ−αiFµ−αi,µ to
EsΩ is equal to
(39) R2!R1!(Q¯l,Zs
1
) = S∗3R4!R3!(Q¯l,Y1) = S
∗
3R4!J
o
1!∗R
o
3!(Q¯l,Yo1)⊕⊕
ν(i)−νi−1
p=0 S
∗
3R4!Q¯l,Xc1 [m− 2p].
On the other hand, we may define the open subvarieties Zs2 of Z
s
2 similar to the subvariety Z
s
1
of Z. Then the following varieties Zˇ2, Y2 , Y
c
2, Y
o
2 and X2 in the diagram below are defined in a
way similar to the varieties having subscript 1:
Zs2
t1−−−−→ Zˇs2
t2−−−−→ EsΩ
w1
y w2y s3y
Y2
t3−−−−→ X2
t4−−−−→ W,
where the morphism w1 is defined by w1(X
1,X4,X3, σ1, σ2) = (Xˇ
1, Xˇ4, Xˇ3, σˇ1, σˇ2,V1,V4,V3) with
V4 = im (q
4
i +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=i x
4
h) and Va = im (q
a
i +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=i σ
−1
a,h′′x
a
h) for any a = 1, 3.
Let i2 : Y
c
2 →֒ Y2 ←֓ Y
o
2 : j2 be the inclusions. Then we see that t3i2 is a projective bundle of
relative dimension νi − 1. An argument similar to the proof of (39) shows that the restriction of
the complex Fµ+αi−αj ,µ+αiEµ+αi,µ to E
s
Ω is equal to
(40) T2!T1!(Q¯l,Zs
2
) = S∗3T4!T3!(Q¯l,Y2) = S
∗
3T4!J
o
2!∗T
o
3!(Q¯l,Yo2)⊕⊕
νi−1
p=0 S
∗
3T4!Q¯l,Xc2 [m− 2p],
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where jo2 and t
o
3 are the morphisms Y
o
2
to3→ Xo2
jo2→ X2 with X
o
2. Finally, observe that there are
isomorphisms Yo1 ≃ Y
o
2, X
c
1 ≃ X
c
2 and moreover the complex S
∗
3T4!(Q¯l,Xc2) is the restriction of Iµ
to EsΩ. The lemma follows by comparing (39) and (40) and using the observations. 
Lemma 5.8. For any i 6= j ∈ I, let m = 1− i · j. We have⊕
0≤p≤m
p even
E
(m−p)
µ3,µ2
Eµ2,µ1E
(p)
µ1,µ
=
⊕
0≤p≤m
p odd
E
(m−p)
µ3,µ2
Eµ2,µ1E
(p)
µ1,µ
;
⊕
0≤p≤m
p even
F
(p)
µ,µ1
Fµ1,µ2F
(m−p)
µ2,µ3
=
⊕
0≤p≤m
p odd
F
(p)
µ,µ1
Fµ1,µ2F
(m−p)
µ2,µ3
;
where µ1 = µ+ pαi, µ
2 = µ+ pαi + αj , and µ
3 = µ+mαi + αj .
Proof. Without lost of generality, we assume that i is a source in Ω. For a = 1, 2, 3, 4, let V a be
the I-graded vector spaces such that
dimV 1 = ν −mi− j, dimV 2 = ν − pi− j, dimV 3 = ν − pi and dimV 4 = ν.
Let Z be the variety of the data (X1
ρ1
→֒ X2
ρ2
→֒ X3
ρ3
→֒ X4) where Xa ∈ EΩ(D,V
a) for a = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Let π : Z→ EΩ(D,V
1, V 4) be the obvious projection. Then
E
(m−p)
µ3,µ2
Eµ2,µ1E
(p)
µ1,µ
= Π!(Q¯l,Z)[sm−p],
where sm−p = m(ν(i)− νi)+ (dj +
∑
h∈Ω:h′=j νh′′ − νj)+ (m− p)(1− (m− p)). Moreover, π factors
through ZΩ(D,V
1, V 4), where the map r from Z to ZΩ(D,V
1, V 4) is given by r(X1
ρ1
→֒ X2
ρ2
→֒
X3
ρ3
→֒ X4) = (X1
ρ3ρ2ρ1
→֒ X4). Let Bm−p = R!(Q¯l,Z). Thus,
E
(m−p)
µ3,µ2
Eµ2,µ1E
(p)
µ1,µ
= Π!(Q¯l,Zp)[sm−p] = Π12!Bm−p[sm−p].
The identity for the E ’s is reduced to show that
(41)
⊕
0≤p≤m
p even
Bm−p[(m− p)(1− (m− p))] =
⊕
0≤p≤m
p odd
Bm−p[(m− p)(1− (m− p))].
This is shown in [Zh08, 2.5.8]. For the sake of completeness, let us reproduce here. Let Zs be the
open subvariety of Z defined by the condition that Xa(i) are injective for a = 1, 2, 3, 4. The variety
ZsΩ(D,V
1, V 4) is defined similarly. Let s : Zs → ZsΩ(D,V
1, V 4) be the restriction of r to Zs and
Cm−p := S!(Q¯l,Zs). Then the condition on the localization implies that we only need to show the
identity (41) when we restrict the complexes involved to the variety ZsΩ(D,V
1, V 4), i.e., to show
that (41) holds with the complexes Bm−p replaced by the complexes Cm−p.
Observe that the group GV 2 × GV 3 × GL(V
1
i ) × GL(V
4
i ) acts freely on Z
s and the quotient
variety Y is the variety of tuples (Xˇ1
ρ
→֒ Xˇ4,V1,V2,V3) where V1,V2 ⊆ V
1(i), V3 ⊆ V
4(i)) such
that V1 ⊆ V2 and ρ(V2) ⊆ V3; and dimV1 = νi − m, dimV2 = νi − p and V3 = νi. Moreover,
the group GL(V 1i )×GL(V
4
i ) acts freely on Z
s
Ω(D,V
1, V 4) and its quotient variety X is the variety
obtained from Y by deleting V2 and replacing the condition ρ(V2) ⊆ V3 by ρ(V1) ⊆ V3. Let
t : Y → X be the projection. Let Am−p = T!(Q¯l,Y). To show (41), it reduces to show that the
identity holds with the complexes Bm−p replaced by the complexes Am−p.
Now define a partition (Xn)
m
n=0 of X such that elements in Xn satisfying the condition that
dim ρ(V 1(i)) ∩ V3 = νi −m + n. Let Yn = t
−1(Xn), and tn : Yn → Xn be the restriction of t to
Yn. Then the restriction of r to Yn has fiber at any point of Xn isomorphic to the Grassmannian
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Gr(m− p, n) of (m− p)-subspaces in n-space. By the property of the cohomology of Gr(m− p, n),
we have
Tn!(Q¯l,Yn) = ⊕κQ¯l,Xn [−2
m−p∑
a=1
(κa − a)],
where κ runs through the sequences (1 ≤ κ1 < κ2 < · · · < κm−p ≤ n). Since the complexes Am−p
are semisimple, it suffices to show that (41) holds when restricts to the strata Xn for all n, which
is left to show that⊕
0≤p≤n
p even
⊕κQ¯l,Xn [−2
p∑
a=1
(κa − a) + p(1− p)] =
⊕
0≤p≤n
p odd
⊕κQ¯l,Xn [−2
p∑
a=1
(κa − a) + p(1− p)].
To any sequence κ = (1 ≤ κ1 < · · · < κp ≤ n) of odd length, attached a sequence κ
′ of even length
by κ′a = κa+1 for a = 1, · · · , p, if κ1 = 1; κ
′
1 = 1 and κ
′
a+1 = κa for a = 1, · · · , p if κ1 6= 1. This
defines a bijection between the set of sequences κ of even length and the set of sequences κ of odd
length and it is clear that the shifts on both sides are the same under this bijection. Thus the
identity holds. The identity for the F ’s can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 5.9. For any i ∈ I and m ∈ N, we have
Eµ+(m+1)αi ,µ+mαiE
(m)
µ+mαi,µ =
⊕
0≤p≤m
E
(m+1)
µ+(m+1)αi ,µ
[m− 2p];
Fµ−(m+1)αi ,µ−mαiF
(m)
µ−mαi,µ
=
⊕
0≤p≤m
F
(m+1)
µ−(m+1)αi ,µ
[m− 2p].
Proof. Fix three I-graded vector spaces V a for a = 1, 2, 3 such that dimV 1 = ν − (m + 1)i,
dimV 2 = ν − mi and dimV 3 = ν. Let Z1 = ZΩ(D,V
1, V 3) and Z be the variety of tuples
(X1,X2,X3, ρ1, ρ2), where (X
1,X2,X3) ∈ EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3), such that X1
ρ1
→֒ X2
ρ2
→֒ X3. Let
t : Z → Z1 be the map defined by t(X
1,X2,X3, ρ1, ρ2) = (X
1,X3, ρ2ρ1 : X
1 → X3). As in the
proof of Lemma 5.7, we have T!(Q¯l,Z) = ⊕
m
p=0Q¯l,Z1 [−2p]. So
E µ+(m+1)αi,µ+mαiE
(m)
µ+mαi,µ
= Π12!T!(Q¯l,Z)[eµ+(m+1)αi ,αi + eµ+mαi,mαi ]
= ⊕mp=0Π12!(Q¯l,Z1)[eµ+(m+1)αi ,αi + eµ+mαi,mαi − 2p] = ⊕
m
p=0E
(m+1)
µ+(m+1)αi,µ
[m− 2p].
The proof for the F ’s is similar. 
By specializing the shift [z] to vz for any z ∈ Z, the identities in Lemmas 5.4-5.9 become the
defining relations of the integral form AU˙. In short, we have
Proposition 5.10. The complexes Iµ, E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi and F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi satisfy the defining relations of the
integral form AU˙ defined in Section 2.2.
Remark 5.11. In many respects, if not all, the proof of Proposition 5.10 is very similar to that
of [Zh08, Theorem 2.5.2] (see also Proposition 7.7 in this paper).
6. Algebra Kd
6.1. Complex K•. Consider the complexes of the form
(42) K• = K1 ·K2 · ... ·Km ∈ D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)),
where the Ka’s are either E
(n)
µ′,µ or F
(n)
µ′,µ in Section 5.1.
Proposition 6.2. The complexes K• in (42) are bounded.
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Proof. For any pair (i,a) of sequences, where i = (im, · · · , i1) ∈ I
m and a = (am, · · · , a1) ∈ N
m, we
write
E(i,a),µ = E
(am)
µ,µm−1
· · · E
(a2)
µ2,µ1
E
(a1)
µ1,µ0
and Fµ,(i,a) = F
(a1)
µ0,µ1
· · ·F
(am−1)
µm−2,µm−1
F
(am)
µm−1,µ
,
such that µl − µl−1 = alαil for l = 1, · · · ,m. By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, it suffices to show the
boundedness of the complex K• if K• is of the form Fµ,(j,b)E(i,a),µ for any two pairs (i,a) and
(j,b). An argument similar to the proof of Lemma 5.8 yields that
Fµ,(j,b)E(i,a),µ = Π!(Q¯l,Z)[m],(43)
for some m, where π is the projection from Z to the variety EΩ(D,V
1, V 3) with the dimensions of
V 1 and V 3 determined by the pairs of sequences, and Z is the variety of the data (X1
ρ1
←֓ X2
ρ2
→֒ X3)
together with a pair (U s,W t)1≤s≤m−1,1≤t≤n−1 of I-graded partial flags of V
1 and V 3, where the
dimensions of U s and W t are determined by the µ’s in the pairs (i,a)) and (j,b), respectively, such
that
ρ1(X
2) ⊆ Un−1 ⊆ Un−2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ U1 ⊆ V 1, ρ1(X
2) ⊆W n−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆W 1 ⊆ V 3,
and U s and W t are invariant under X1 and X3, respectively, for any s and t. The morphism π
factors through the following varieties
Z
π1→ Z1
π2→ Z2
π3→ EΩ(D,V
1, V 3),
where Z1 is the variety obtained from Z by forgetting the maps ρ2, the variety Z2 is the quotient
variety of Z1 by the group GV 2 and the morphisms are clearly defined. It is clear that the func-
tors Π1!, Π2! and Π3! send bounded complexes to bounded complexes and Π! = Π3!Π2!Π1!. The
proposition follows. 
Lemma 6.3. If Iµ is semisimple, then K• is semisimple.
Proof. Since Fµ,(j,b)E(i,a),µ = Fµ,(j,b)IµE(i,a),µ, we still have (43) with Z replaced by
Y = {(X1
ρ1
←֓ X2
ρ
→֒ X4
ρ2
→֒ X3; (U s,W t)s,t)},
where ρ is an isomorphism and (X2,X4) ∈ EΩ(D,V
2, V 4). Consider the following cartesian diagram
Y −−−−→ ZΩ
π′1
y π12y
Y1
p
−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
2, V 4),
where Y1 = {(X
1 ρ1←֓ X2,X4
ρ2
→֒ X3; (U s,W t)s,t)} and the horizontal maps are projections. In
particular, p(X1
ρ1
←֓ X2,X4
ρ2
→֒ X3; (U s,W t)s,t) = (X
2,X4). By Base change theorem, we have
π′1!(Q¯l,Y) = p
∗(Iµ).
Since p is smooth and, by assumption, Iµ is semisimple, we see that π
′
1!(Q¯l,Y) is semisimple.
Let Y2 = Y1/GV 2 ×GV 4 . Then π is the composition of the following morphisms
Y
π′1→ Y1
π′2→ Y2
π′3→ EΩ(D,V
1, V 3).
where π′2 is a quotient map and π
′
3 is a proper map. Again Π! is the composition of Π
′
1!, Π
′
2! and
Π′3!. From this and that π
′
1!(Q¯l,Y) is semisimple, we see that Fµ,(j,b)E(i,a),µ is semisimple. 
Conjecture 6.4. Iµ is a simple perverse sheaf, up to a shift, for any µ.
This conjecture is partially proved in Section 8. It is proved in full generality in [W12] in a
closely related setting.
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6.5. Category Md. Let Md,ν1,ν2 be the full subcategory of D
b
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) whose objects are
finite direct sums of shifts of the complexes K• in Section 6.1. We set
Md = ⊕ν1,ν2∈N[I]Md,ν1,ν2 .
It is clear that Md is closed under the convolution product “·” in (20). Let Ld be the Grothendieck
group of the category Md. By definition, this is free A-module spanned by the isomorphism classes
of objects in Md and subject to the relation that [A⊕B] = [A]+[B] and [A[1]] = v[A] for any objects
A,B ∈ Md. By Lemma 6.9 and Proposition 4.11, the space Ld is an associative algebra, where the
multiplication on Ld is descended from the convolution product “·” in (20). By Proposotion 5.10,
Theorem 6.6. There is a unique surjective A-algebra homomorphism
Ψd : AU˙→ Ld,
sending 1µ, E
(n)
µ+αi,µ and F
(n)
µ−αi,µ, to Iµ, E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi and F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi , respectively, for any i ∈ I and
µ ∈ X.
If Ω′ is a second orientation of the graph Γ, we can define a similar category MΩ
′
d and its
Grothendieck group L Ω
′
d . We have an equivalence of categories:
ΦΩ
′
Ω : Md → M
Ω′
d .
The following proposition follows from Lemma 4.14 and Lemma 5.2,
Proposition 6.7. We have an isomorphism of algebras Φd : Ld → L
Ω′
d sending Iµ, E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi and
F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
to the respective elements in L Ω
′
d .
The algebra Ld should be a generalized q-Schur algebra ([D03]) when the graph Γ is of finite
type.
6.8. Category Cd. Let Bd,ν1,ν2 be the set of isomorphism classes of simple perverse sheaves on
DbG(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) appeared as simple subquotients in pHs(K•) for any s ∈ Z, where K• is in (42)
and pH i(−) is the perverse cohomology functor. We set
Bd = ⊔ν1,ν2∈N[I]Bd,ν1,ν2 .
Let Cd,ν1,ν2 be the full subcategory of D
b
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) consisting of semisimple objects K such
that the isomorphism classes of simple summands of pHs(K) are in Bd,ν1,ν2 . We set
Cd = ⊕ν1,ν2∈N[I]Cd,ν1,ν2 .
By Proposition 6.3, we have
Lemma 6.9. Assume that Iµ is semisimple for any µ, then Md ⊆ Cd and, moreover, the category
Cd is closed under the convolution product “·” in (20).
Let Kd be the Grothendieck group of the category Cd. We see that Bd is a basis of Kd. By
Lemma 6.9,
Corollary 6.10. Assume that Iµ is semisimple for any µ, then Kd is an associative algebra with
multiplication induced from the convolution product “·” in (20). Moreover, the algebra Ld is a
subalgebra of Kd.
Conjecture 6.11. We conjecture that Ld = Kd and the image of B˙ under Ψd is Bd with possible
shifts, i.e., for any b ∈ B˙, ΨΩd (b) = v
s(b)[K] for some s(b) ∈ Z and [K] ∈ BΩd .
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We shall prove this conjecture partially in Section 8. In general, the identity Ld = Kd is likely
to be proved by the analysis of the geometry on the sink vertex and in a way similar to the proof
of Lemma 3.10 in [L03].
Let Vλ = Vλ1 ⊗ · · ·⊗Vλn be the tensor product of the irreducible integrable representations of U˙
with highest weights λ1, · · · , λn in X
+. Denote by Dλ the full subcategory of ⊕V D
−
G(EΩ(D,V ))
such that its Grothendieck group Vλ is isomorphic to the integral form of Vλ (see [Zh08]). Then the
bifunctor (49) gives rise to a bifunctor Cd × Dλ → Dλ by restriction, which descends to a bilinear
map
◦ : Kd × Vλ → Vλ.
Let Bλ be the set of all isomorphism classes of simple perverse sheaves appearing in Dλ. We then
have
a ◦ b =
∑
c∈Bλ
sca,bc, where s
c
a,b ∈ N[v, v
−1],
for any a ∈ Bd and b ∈ Bλ. From this, we have
Corollary 6.12. If Conjectures 6.4 and 6.11 hold, then the action of the canonical basis elements
in U˙ on the canonical basis elements in Vλ has structure constants in N[v, v
−1] with respect to the
canonical basis in Vλ.
It has been proved in [Zh08] that the generators of the quantum group attached to Γ act positively
on the canonical basis of the representation Vλ.
7. Relation with the work [Zh08]
7.1. Functor T . Let F−Ω,G(D,V
1, V 2) be the category of functors from the category D−G(EΩ(D,V
1))
to D−G(EΩ(D,V
2)). Similar to the functors Pst! and P
∗
st, we define (∀s = 1, 2)
Ps! = Q ◦Qps! ◦Q!, P
∗
s = Q ◦Qp
∗
s ◦Q!.(44)
Define a functor
ΘΩ : D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2))→ F−Ω,G(D,V
1, V 2)
by ΘΩ(K) = P2!(K ⊗P
∗
1 (−)) for any object K in D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) and the functors P2! and P
∗
1
are defined in (44).
Proposition 7.2. ΘΩ(K · L) = ΘΩ(L)ΘΩ(K) for any objects K in D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) and L in
D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
2, V 3)).
Proof. By definition, we have
T (L)T (K)(M) = P ′2!(L⊗ (P
′
1)
∗T (K)(M)) = P ′2!(L⊗ (P
′
1)
∗P2!(K ⊗ P
∗
1 (M)),
where P ′2! and (P
′
1)
∗ are corresponding to the maps p′2 and p
′
1 in the following cartesian diagram
EΩ(D,V
1, V 3)
p13
←−−−− EΩ(D,V
1, V 2, V 3)
p′
12−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)
p˜2
y p23y p2y
EΩ(D,V
3)
p′2←−−−− EΩ(D,V
2, V 3)
p′1−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
2).
By an argument similar to (22), we have (P ′1)
∗P2! = P23!(P
′
12)
∗. So
T (L)T (K)(M) = P ′2!(L⊗ P23!(P
′
12)
∗(K ⊗ P ∗1 (M)).
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By an argument similar to (23), we have P23!(A⊗ P
∗
23(B)) = P23!(A)⊗B. Thus,
T (L)T (K)(M) = P ′2!P23!(P
∗
23(L)⊗ (P
′
12)
∗(K ⊗ P ∗1 (M)))
= P ′2!P23!(P
∗
23(L)⊗ (P
′
12)
∗(K)⊗ (P ′12)
∗P ∗1 (M)).
(45)
Similarly, we have
T (K · L) = P˜2!P13!((P
′
12)
∗(K)⊗ P ∗23(L)⊗ P
∗
13P˜
∗
1 (M)),(46)
where P˜ ∗1 comes from the projection EΩ(D,V
1, V 3)→ EΩ(D,V
1). The lemma follows by compar-
ing (45) with (46) and the following identity
P ′2!P23! = P˜2!P13! and (P
′
12)
∗P ∗1 = P
∗
13P˜
∗
1 ,
which can be proved by a similar way as (24) and (26). 
Define a functor of equivalence
ΨΩ
′
Ω : F
−
G,Ω(D,V
1, V 2)→ F−
G,Ω′(D,V
1, V 2)
by ΨΩ
′
Ω (F ) = Φ
Ω′
Ω Fa
∗ΦΩΩ′ , where a is the map of multiplication by −1 along the fiber of the vector
bundle EΩ over EΩ∩Ω′ . Its inverse is given by Ψ
Ω
Ω′(−) = a
∗ΦΩΩ′(−)Φ
Ω′
Ω , since Φ
Ω
Ω′Φ
Ω′
Ω = a
∗.
Moreover, we have
Lemma 7.3. ΨΩ
′
Ω commutes with the composition: Ψ
Ω′
Ω (F2 ◦ F1) = Ψ
Ω′
Ω (F2) ◦ Ψ
Ω′
Ω (F1) for any
F1 ∈ F
−
G,Ω(D,V
1, V 2) and F2 ∈ F
−
G,Ω(D,V
2, V 3).
Let 1D−G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) (resp. 1D−G(EΩ(D,V
s)), s = 1, 2) be the full subcategory of the cat-
egory D−G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) (resp. D−G(EΩ(D,V
i))) consisting of all objects such that a∗(K) ≃ K.
Let 1F−G,Ω(D,V
1, V 2) denote the category of functors from the category 1D−G(EΩ(D,V
1)) to
1D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
2)). We have
Lemma 7.4. The following diagram commutes
1D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2))
ΘΩ−−−−→ 1F−G,Ω(D,V
1, V 2)
ΦΩ
′
Ω
y ΨΩ′Ω y
1DbG(EΩ′(D,V
1, V 2))
ΘΩ′−−−−→ 1FG,Ω′(D,V
1, V 2).
Proof. For any K ∈ 1D−G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) and K1 ∈
1D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1)), we have
ΨΩ
′
Ω T (K)(K1) = Φ
Ω′
Ω T (K)a
∗ΦΩΩ′(K1) = Φ
Ω′
Ω P2!(K ⊗ a
∗P ∗1Π1!((Π
′
1)
∗(K1)⊗ L1))[d1],
where P2! and P
∗
1 are from (44), Π1! and (Π
′
1)
∗ come from the following projections
EΩ(D,V
1)
π1←−−−− EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1)
π′1−−−−→ EΩ′(D,V
1);
d1 is the rank of π1 and L1 is defined in (7). Consider the following cartesian diagram
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1)×EΩ(D,V
2)
π˜1−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)
p˜1
y p1y
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1)
π1−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
1).
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By an argument similar to (22), we have P ∗1Π1! = Π˜1!P˜
∗
1 . So
ΨΩ
′
Ω T (K)(K1) = Φ
Ω′
Ω P2!(K ⊗ a
∗Π˜1!P˜
∗
1 ((Π
′
1)
∗(K1)⊗ L1))[d1]
= ΦΩ
′
Ω P2!Π˜1!(Π˜
∗
1(K)⊗ a
∗P˜ ∗1 (Π
′
1)
∗(K1)⊗ a
∗P˜ ∗1L1))[d1]
= R2!(R
∗
1P2!Π˜1!(α) ⊗ L2)[d2],
where R2! and R
∗
1 come from the following projections
EΩ(D,V
2)
r1←−−−− EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
2)
r2−−−−→ EΩ′(D,V
2),
d2 is the rank of r1, α = Π˜
∗
1(K) ⊗ a
∗P˜ ∗1 (π
′
1)
∗(K1) ⊗ a
∗P˜ ∗1L1)[d1], and L2 is defined in (7). The
following cartesian diagram
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1, V 2)
t1−−−−→ EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
1)×EΩ(D,V
2)
s1
y p2π˜1y
EΩ∪Ω′(D,V
2)
r1−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
2),
gives rise to the identity R∗1P2!Π˜1! = S1!T
∗
1 . So we have
ΨΩ
′
Ω T (K)(K1) = R2!(S1!T
∗
1 (α)⊗ L2)[d2] = R2!S1!(T
∗
1 (α)⊗ S
∗
1L2)[d2]
= R2!S1!(T
∗
1 Π˜
∗
1(K)⊗ T
∗
1 P˜
∗
1 (Π
′
1)
∗a∗(K1)⊗ a
∗T ∗1 P˜
∗
1L1 ⊗ S
∗
1L2)[d1 + d2].
(47)
On the other hand, we have
ΘΩ′Φ
Ω′
Ω (K)(K1) = P
′
2!(Φ
Ω′
Ω (K)⊗ (P
′
1)
∗(K1))
= P ′2!(M
′
12!(M
∗
12(K)⊗ L12)[r12]⊗ (P
′
1)
∗(K1))
= P ′2!M
′
12!(M
∗
12(K)⊗ L12 ⊗ (M
′
12)
∗(P ′1)
∗(K1))[r12],
(48)
where P ′2!, (P
′
1)
∗ come from the following projections
EΩ′(D,V
1)
p′1←−−−− EΩ′(D,V
1, V 2)
p′2−−−−→ EΩ′(D,V
2),
and M ′12!, M
∗
12, L12 and r12 are from 4.2. By comparing (47) with (48), the lemma follows from
the following observations: r2s1 = p
′
2m
′
12, π˜1t1 = m12, π
′
1p˜1t1 = p
′
1m
′
12, p1t1 = p
′
1, s1 = p
′
2 and
L12 = a
∗(P ′1)
∗L1 ⊗ (P
′
2)
∗L2. Note that the last identity can be deduced from the following well-
known fact. Let s, p1, p2 : k × k → k be the addition, first and second projections, respectively.
Then s∗Lχ = p
∗
1Lχ ⊗ p
∗
2Lχ. 
We define the following functors in F−Ω,G(D,V
1, V 2):
Iµ = Π2!Π
∗
1, if dimV
1 = dimV 2 = ν;
F
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
= Π2!Π
∗
1[eµ,nαi ], if dimV
1 = ν and dimV 2 = ν + ni;
E
(n)
µ,µ+nαi = Π1!Π
∗
2[fµ,nαi ], if dimV
1 = ν and dimV 2 = ν − ni;
where the functors Πi! and Π
∗
i are defined in (44) and eµ,nαi and fµ,nαi are defined in (33). Note
that Iµ = IdD−
G
(EΩ(D,V 1))
, the identity functor, since π1 and π2 are principal GV 1-bundles. We
have
Proposition 7.5. ΘΩ(Iµ) = Iµ, ΘΩ(E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
) = F
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
and ΘΩ(F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
) = E
(n)
µ,µ+nαi
.
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Proof. We shall show that ΘΩ(E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
) = F
(n)
µ,µ−nαi
. For any K1 ∈ D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1)), we have
F
(n)
µ,µ−nαi(K1) = Π2!Π
∗
1(K1)[eµ,nαi ] = P2!Π12!Π
∗
12P
∗
1 (K1)[eµ,nαi ]
= P2!Π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ ⊗Π
∗
12P
∗
1 (K1)[eµ,nαi ] = P2!(Π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ)[eµ,nαi ]⊗ P
∗
1 (K1))
= P2!(Q(π12!(Q¯l,ZΩ)[eµ,nαi ])⊗ P
∗
1 (K1)) = ΘΩ(E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi)(K1).
The rest can be proved similarly. 
By Lemmas 5.2, 7.4, and Proposition 7.5, we have
Corollary 7.6. ΨΩ
′
Ω (Iµ) = Iµ, Ψ
Ω′
Ω (F
(n)
µ,µ−nαi) = F
(n)
µ,µ−nαi and Ψ
Ω′
Ω (E
(n)
µ,µ+nαi) = E
(n)
µ,µ+nαi .
Actually, we need to show that the complexes in Corollary 7.6 are invariant under the functor
a∗. This can be proved as in [L93, 10.2.4].
From Proposition 7.2, Corollary 7.6 and Proposition 5.10, we have
Proposition 7.7. The functors Iµ, E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi and F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi satisfy the defining relations of AU˙.
From Corollary 7.6, one sees that the functors F
(n)
µ,µ−nαi and E
(n)
µ,µ+nαi are the functors F
(n)
ν,i and
E
(n)
ν,i in [Zh08], respectively. Proposition 7.7 was first proved in [Zh08, 2.5.8].
Now that the functor ΘΩ induces a bifunctor
(49) ◦ : D−G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2))×D−G(EΩ(D,V
1))→ D−G(EΩ(D,V
2))
given by K ◦ K1 = ΘΩ(K)(K1) = P2!(K ⊗ P
∗
1 (K1)) for any K ∈ D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1, V 2)) and K1 ∈
D
−
G(EΩ(D,V
1)).
Remark 7.8. (1). It should be true that the functor ΘΩ is fully faithful.
(2). We are not sure if the superscript 1 in the categories in Lemma 7.4 can be dropped.
8. BLM case
In this section, we put the following extra assumptions on the graph Γ and the I-graded vector
space D in Section 4.1.
• The graph Γ is of type AN : 1− 2− · · · −N .
• The space D concentrates on the vertex N , i.e., Di = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 and DN is a
d-dimensional vector space over k.
8.1. Relation with [BLM90]. We fix an orientation Ω of Γ as follows: 1→ 2→ · · · → N . Let
(50) Ω2 : 1→ 2→ · · · → N → (N + 1)← N ′ ← · · · ← 2′ ← 1′.
To a pair (V, V ′) of I-graded vector spaces, the space EΩ(D,V, V
′) defined in section 4.1 is the
representation variety of Ω2 with Va attached to the vertex a and V
′
a to the vertex a
′ and D to the
vertex N + 1.
Let us fix some notations. We will use xa+1,a to denote elements in Hom(Va, Va+1). In particular,
the element qN ∈ Hom(VN ,DN ) is denoted by xN+1,N in this section. For a pair (i, j) such that
i ≤ j, 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ N + 1, we fix a representative Si,j for the indecomposable
representation of Ω2 of dimension equal to 1 at the vertices i, (i+1), · · · , j, and equal to 0 otherwise.
The notation Si′,j′ is defined similarly. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N + 1, let Ti,j′ denote the indecomposable
representation of the quiver Ω2 such that the dimension of Ti,j′ equals 1 at the vertices i, i +
1, · · · , N, (N + 1), N ′, (N − 1)′, · · · j′, and zero otherwise. When i = j, we simply write Si for Si,i,
and Ti for Ti,i′ .
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Let
U = {(X,X ′) ∈ EΩ(D,V, V
′)|xa+1,a, x
′
a+1,a, are injective, ∀a = 1, · · · , N}.
It is clear that U is nonempty only when dimV1 ≤ dimV2 ≤ · · · dimVN ≤ dimDN = d and
the same property for V ′. The set of isomorphism classes, [V ], of I-graded vector spaces V of
such a property is then in bijection with the set Sd of all nondecreasing N + 1 step sequences,
ν = (0 ≤ ν1 ≤ · · · ≤ νN ≤ d), of nonnegative integers., via the map
[V ] 7→ |V | = (dimV1,dimV2, · · · ,dim VN ).
By abuse of notations, we write V ∈ Sd if dimVi ≤ dimVj for i ≤ j. To any ν ∈ Sd, we attach the
partial flag variety Fν consisting of all flags F = (0 ≡ F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ FN ⊆ FN+1 ≡ D) such that
dimFa = νa for a = 1, · · · , N .
For any pair V, V ′ ∈ Sd such that |V | = ν and |V
′| = ν′, define a morphism of varieties
u : U → Fν ×Fν′ ; (X,X
′) 7→ (F,F ′),
where F = (0 ⊆ im(xN+1,NxN,N−1 · · · x2,1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ im(xN+1,N ) ⊆ DN ), and F
′ is defined similarly.
It is well-known ([N94]) that the algebraic group G1 = GV ×GV ′ acts freely on U , and u can be
identified with the quotient map q : U → G1\U .
The following diagram of morphisms
EΩ(D,V, V
′)
β
←−−−− U
u
−−−−→ Fν ×Fν′
induces a diagram of morphisms of algebraic stacks
[G\EΩ(D,V, V )]
β
←−−−− [G\U ]
Qu
−−−−→ [GD\Fν ×Fν′ ],
which, in turn, gives rise to the following diagram of functors
DbG(EΩ(D,V, V
′))
β∗
−−−−→ DbG(U)
Qu∗
←−−−− DbGD(Fν ×Fν′).
Lemma 8.2. Suppose that K is a G-equivariant complex on EΩ(D,V, V
′). Then K ∈ N in
Section 4.4 if and only if K satisfies that supp(K) ∩ U = Ø.
Proof. To each a, we fix an orientation of the graph Γ:
Ωa : 1→ 2→ · · · → (a− 1)← a→ (a+ 1)→ · · · → N.
Let WΩa (resp. W
Ω∪Ωa
a ) be the open subvariety of EΩ (resp. EΩ∪Ωa) consisting of all elements such
that the component xa+1,a is injective. We have the following diagram
WΩa
τ
←−−−− WΩ∪Ωaa
τ ′
−−−−→ WΩaa
β
y βy βy
EΩ
π
←−−−− EΩ∪Ωa
π′
−−−−→ EΩa ,
where the β’s are the open inclusions, and τ (resp. τ ′) is the restriction of π (resp. π′) to the
variety WΩ∪Ωaa . Moreover, the squares in the above diagram are cartesian. From this diagram, we
have
β∗ΦΩaΩ (K) = τ
′
! (τ
∗β∗K ⊗ β∗L)[r].
This implies that
(51) supp(ΦΩaΩ (K)) ∩W
Ωa
a = Ø if and only if supp(K) ∩W
Ω
a = Ø.
Assume that K ∈ Na, then by (51), supp(K) ∩W
Ω
a = Ø. Since W
Ω
a ⊇ U , we have supp(K) ∩ U =
Ø. Since N is generated by the Na’s, we see that any object K ∈ N has the property that
supp(K) ∩ U = Ø.
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Now we shall show that if supp(K) ∩ U = Ø, then K ∈ N . Since any object in DbG(EΩ) can be
generated by the G-equivariant simple perverse sheaves, it is enough to show this statement for K
a simple perverse sheaf, which we shall assume from now on.
Recall that EΩ(D,V, V
′) can be regarded as a representation space of the quiver Ω2 in (50).
By Gabriel’s theorem, there is only finitely many G-orbits in EΩ(D,V, V
′) and, moreover, the
stabilizers of the orbits in EΩ(D,V, V
′) are connected. So theG-equivariant simple perverse sheaves
on EΩ(D,V, V
′) are the intersection cohomology complexes ICG(O(X,X′)), attached to the G-orbit
O(X,X′) in EΩ(D,V, V
′) containing the element (X,X ′). Therefore, K ∈ N if the following claim
holds:
Claim. If X(j)+X ′(j′) is injective for 1 ≤ j ≤ i− 1, and X(i)+X ′(i′) is not injective for some
i ∈ [1, N ], then ICG(O(X,X′)) ∈ Ni.
The claim can be shown as follows. Let i = (i1, · · · , in) be a sequence of vertices in Ω
2 and
a = (a1, · · · , an) be a sequence of positive integers such that
∑
il=i
al = dimVi for any vertex i.
Let F˜Ωi,a be the variety of all triples (X,X
′,F), where (X,X ′) ∈ EΩ(D,V, V
′) and F = (F0 =
D ⊕ V ⊕ V ′ ⊃ F1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Fn = 0) is a flag of graded vector subspaces in D ⊕ V ⊕ V ′, such that
dimFl−1/Fl = alil and (X,X
′)(Fl) ⊂ Fl, ∀l = 1, · · · , n.
Consider the projection to the (1, 2)-components:
(52) πΩi,a : F˜
Ω
i,a → EΩ(D,V, V
′), (X,X ′,F) 7→ (X,X ′).
By [R03, Theorem 2.2], one can choose a particular pair (i,a) such that the image of πΩi,a is
the closure O(X,X′) of the orbit O(X,X′), and the restriction (π
Ω
i,a)
−1(O(X,X′)) → O(X,X′) is an
isomorphism. Thus, the complex ICG(O(X,X′)) is a direct summand of the semisimple complex
(πΩi,a)!(Q¯l,F˜Ω
i,a
), up to a shift.
So the complex ΦΩiΩ (ICG(O(X,X′))) is a direct summand of the complex Φ
Ωi
Ω ((π
Ω
i,a)!(Q¯l,F˜Ω
i,a
)), up to
a shift. By [L93, 10.2], the complex ΦΩiΩ ((π
Ω
i,a)!(Q¯l,F˜Ω
i,a
)) is isomorphic to the complex (πΩi
i,a)!(Q¯l,F˜Ωi
i,a
),
up to a shift, where πΩii,a and F˜
Ωi
i,a are defined in exactly the same manner as π
Ω
i,a and F˜
Ω
i,a with
EΩ(D,V, V
′) replaced by EΩi(D,V, V
′). So the support of the complex ΦΩiΩ (ICG(O(X,X′))) is con-
tained in the image of the morphism πΩii,a.
Observe that the conditions in the claim imply that
• either S1,i or S1′,i′ is a direct summand of the representation M of Ω
2 corresponding to the
element (X,X ′) in the claim;
• the representation M does not contain any direct summand of the form S1,t and S1′,t′ for
1 ≤ t < i.
From this observation, we see that the chosen sequence i = (i1, · · · , in) satisfies that in = i or i
′,
from the construction in [R03] and the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Ω2. This implies that for any
(X,X ′,F) ∈ F˜Ωii,a , either ker(X(i)) 6= 0 if in = i or ker(X
′(i′)) 6= 0 if in = i
′. Therefore, the image
of πΩii,a is contained in the subvariety of EΩi(D,V, V
′) consisting of all elements (X,X ′) such that
ker(X(i)) 6= 0 or ker(X ′(i′)) 6= 0. The claim follows. 
By Lemma 8.2, there is an equivalence of triangulated categories
Q¯ : DbG(U)→ D
b
G(EΩ(D,V, V
′)) ≡ DbG(EΩ(D,V, V
′))/N
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such that Q = Q¯β∗ and β! = Q!Q¯. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N , n ∈ N, we set
∆ν = {(F,F
′) ∈ Fν ×Fν |F = F
′},
Yν,−nαi = {(F,F
′) ∈ Fν ×Fν′ |Fj ⊆ F
′
j ,dimF
′
j/Fj = nδij,∀1 ≤ j ≤ N},
Yν,+nαi = {(F,F
′) ∈ Fν ×Fν′ |Fj ⊇ F
′
j ,dimFj/F
′
j = nδij,∀1 ≤ j ≤ N},
if ν ′ exists. Let
1ν = Q¯l,∆ν , E
(n)
ν,−nαi = Q¯l,Yν,−nαi [eν,−nαi ], F
(n)
ν,+nαi = Q¯l,Yν,+nαi [fν,+nαi ],
(53)
where eν,−nαi = n(νi+1−(νi+n)), fν,+nαi = n((νi−n)−νi−1), νN+1 = d and ν0 = 0. By combining
the above analysis, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 8.3. We have a sequence of functors of equivalence
(54) DbGD(Fν ×Fν′)
Qu∗
→ DbG(U)
Q¯
→ DbG(EΩ(D,V, V
′)).
Moreover, for any µ = λ− ν,
(55) Iµ = Q¯Qu
∗(1ν), E
(n)
µ,µ−nαi = Q¯Qu
∗
(
E
(n)
ν,−nαi
)
, and F
(n)
µ,µ+nαi = Q¯Qu
∗
(
F
(n)
ν,+nαi
)
.
where Iµ, E• and F• are from (32) and 1ν , E• and F•’s are from (53).
Define a convolution product “·” on the categories DbG(Ui) as follows. We have the following
commutative diagram
U
uij
−−−−→ U
β
y βy
EΩ(D,V, V
′, V ′′)
pij
−−−−→ EΩ(D,V
i, V j),
where pij is the projection to the (i, j)-component and uij is the restriction of pij to U . The
morphism uij then defines a morphism Quij : [H\U ]→ [G\U ]. To any objects K and L in D
b
G(U),
associated an object
K · L = Qu13!(Qu
∗
12(K)⊗Qu
∗
23(L)) ∈ D
b
G(U).
Similarly, we define a convolution product
(56) ◦ : DbGD(Fν ×Fν′)×D
b
GD
(Fν′ ×Fν′′)→ D
b
GD
(Fν ×Fν′′)
The following proposition shows that the construction given in [BLM90] is compatible with the
one given in this paper.
Proposition 8.4. The convolution products on DbGD(F × F), D
b
G(U) and D
b
G(EΩ(D,V, V
′)) are
compatible with the functors Qu∗ and Q¯ in the diagram (54).
Proof. First, we show that the convolution products are compatible with the functors Q¯. Recall
that Q = Q¯ ◦ β∗ and β! = Q!Q¯. We have
(57) Q¯ ◦Qu∗ij = Q¯ ◦Qu
∗
ijβ
∗β! = Q¯β
∗ ◦Qp∗ijβ! = Q ◦Qp
∗
ij ◦Q!Q¯ = P
∗
ijQ¯.
Similarly,
(58) Q¯ ◦Quij! = Q¯β
∗β!Quij! = Q ◦Qpij!β! = Q ◦Qpij!Q!Q¯ = Pij!Q¯.
From (57) and (58), we see that the convolution products on DbG(Ui) and D
b
G(EΩ(D,V, V
′)) are
compatible with the functor Q¯.
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Now, we show that the convolution products are compatible with the functors Qu∗. We have
the following cartesian diagram:
[H\U ]
Quij
−−−−→ [G\U ]
Qu
y Quy
[GD\(Fν ×Fν′ ×Fν′′)]
qij
−−−−→ [GD\(Fνi ×Fνj )].
where qij is a projection and the first U is contained in EΩ(D,V, V
′, V ′′) such that |V | = ν, |V ′| = ν ′
and |V ′′| = ν ′′. This cartesian diagram gives rise to the following identities:
Qu∗q∗ij = Qu
∗
ijQu
∗, and Qu∗qij! = Quij!Qu
∗.
So for any K ∈ DbGD(Fν ×Fν′) and L ∈ D
b
GD
(Fν′ ×Fν′′), we have
Qu∗(K ◦ L) = Qu∗q13!(q
∗
12(K)⊗ q
∗
13(L)) = Qu13!Qu
∗(q∗12(K)⊗ q
∗
13(L))
= Qu13!(Qu
∗
12Qu
∗(K)⊗Qu∗23Qu
∗(L)) = Qu∗(K) ·Qu∗(L).
Therefore, the convolution products commute with the functor Qu∗. The lemma follows. 
The following theorem follows from (55) in Proposition 8.3, Proposition 8.4, and the results
in [BLM90] and [SV00].
Theorem 8.5. Under the assumption in this section, the conjectures 6.4 and 6.11 hold.
8.6. Singular support. Let Ω be the quiver obtained from Ω by reversing all arrows in Ω. Let
E′Ω(D,V ) = ⊕h∈ΩHom(Vh′ , Vh′′) ⊕ ⊕i∈IHom(Di, Vi) and E
′
Ω
(D,V, V ′) = E′
Ω
(D,V ) × E′
Ω
(D,V ′).
We shall identify the space
E := EΩ(D,V, V
′)⊕E′
Ω
(D,V, V ′)
with the cotangent bundles of EΩ(D,V, V
′). (See [L91, 12] for more details.) Let Λ be the closed
subvariety of E defined by the following (ADHM or GP) relations:
xa,a+1xa+1,a = xa,a−1xa−1,a, x
′
a′,(a+1)′x
′
(a+1)′,a′ = x
′
a′,(a−1)′x
′
(a−1)′,a′ , ∀1 ≤ a ≤ N ;
xN+1,NxN,N+1 = x
′
N+1,N ′x
′
N ′,N+1.
This is Lusztig’s nilpotent quiver variety in [L91, 12]. Let Nil be the variety of nilpotent elements
in End(D). Let GD acts on Nil by conjugation. Define a morphism
π : Λ→ Nil
of varieties by sending elements, say X, in Λ to xN+1,NxN,N+1. Note that the morphism π is
G1-equivariant.
Let Λs be the open subvariety of Λ consisting of all elements such that xa+1,a + xa−1,a and
x(a+1)′,a′ + x(a−1)′,a′ are injective for 1 ≤ a ≤ N . By [N94], the G1-action on Λ
s is free and,
moreover, admits a GIT quotient G1\Λ
s, isomorphic to the generalized Steinberg variety
Z := {(x, F, F ′) ∈ Nil×Fν ×Fν′ |x(Fa) ⊆ Fa−1, x(F
′
a) ⊆ F
′
a−1, 1 ≤ a ≤ N + 1}.
We shall identify G1\Λ
s with Z. Due to the fact that π is G1-equivariant, it factors through Z,
i.e., π is the composition of the morphisms Λs
q
→ Z
π′
→ Nil.
Given a simple perverse sheaf K in DbG(X), the singular support, SS(K), of K is defined to be
the singular support of the complex KX in [KS90]. Here we abuse the notion slightly, we mean the
singular support of its counterpart on X(C) via the principals in [BBD82, Ch. 6].
Proposition 8.7. K ∈ N if and only if SS(K) ∩ Λs = Ø.
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Proof. Suppose that SS(K) ∩ Λs = Ø. From [KS90], SS(K) ∩ EΩ(D,V, V
′) ≃ supp(K) where
EΩ(D,V, V
′) is identified with the subspace 0⊕EΩ(D,V, V
′) of E. So we have
Ø = SS(K) ∩ Λs ⊇ SS(K) ∩ Λs ∩EΩ(D,V, V
′) = Supp(K) ∩ U
where U is the open subvariety of EΩ(D,V, V
′) defined in the section 8.1. By Lemma 8.2, we see
that K ∈ N .
On the other hand, if SS(K) ∩ Λs 6= Ø, then it is a non empty closed subvariety of Λs. Hence,
π(SS(K) ∩ Λs) is a closed subvariety of Nil due to the fact that π can be decomposed as π′q with
π′ a proper map and q a quotient map. Note that π(SS(K) ∩ Λs) is also GD-invariant since K is
a G-equivariant complex. So 0 ∈ π(SS(K) ∩ Λs), which implies that SS(K) ∩ Λs ∩ π−1(0) 6= Ø.
Observe that Λs ∩π−1(0) = U . Thus, Supp(K)∩U 6= Ø. By Lemma 8.2, K 6∈ N . The proposition
follows. 
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